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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Need for Analysis of Stressed Power Systems 
In North America, present trends in the planning and operation of power systems 
have resulted in new kinds of dynamic problems. Financial and regulatory conditions 
have caused electric utilities to build power systems with less redundancy and operate 
them closer to transient stability limits. Many parts of the power networks are 
operated in stressed conditions which may be created by the following factors: 
• a higher level of system loadings, 
• heavy power transfer across some transmission interfaces, and 
• heavy loading of certain plants for economic operation. 
Under these stressed operating conditions, the dynamic behavior of modern 
power systems is becoming increasingly more complex. Behavior suggesting that 
some important system dynamics are not yet well understood and hence are not ac­
counted for in simulations conducted for control and security purposes. For instance, 
low-frequency interarea oscillations phenomenon has become greater source of con­
cern than in the past (see Section 7.2 of [1], Section 12.9 of [2], and Section 1.3 of 
[3]). Whereas this problem used to occur in isolated situations, it has now become 
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more commonplace. Hence, enhanced fundamental knowledge about system stabil­
ity and nonlineaj dynamics may be necessary to control existing and future power 
systems reliably and continuously under all contingencies. In addition, such better 
understanding could yield substantial economic benefits by allowing secure operation 
closer to the operating limits of the system. 
1.2 Tools for Power System Dynamic Performance Analysis 
Currently, there are two types of tools for the analysis of power system dynamic 
behavior. One is based on the linear techniques and used for small-signal stability 
analysis, the other is based on nonlinear techniques and suitable for transient stability 
analysis. 
1.2.1 Small-signal stability analysis 
A disturbance is considered to be small if the system equations can be linearized 
for the purpose of analysis. Instability that may result can be of two forms: 
• steady increase in generator rotor angle due to lack of synchronizing torque, or 
• rotor oscillations of increasing amplitude due to lack of damping torque. 
In today's practical power systems, the small-signal (or called small-disturbance) 
stability problem is usually due to the insufficient damping of system oscillations. 
Small-signal stability analysis using linear techniques provides valuable information 
about the inherent dynamic characteristics of the power system and assists in its 
design. A typical program package developed jointly by Electric Power Research In­
stitute (EPRI) and Ontario Hydro is available from EPRI as Small Signal Stability 
3 
Program (SSSP) [4, 5]. The program package contains two main components, MASS 
(Multi-Area Small Signal Stability program) and PEALS (Program for Eigenvalue 
Analysis of Large Systems). MASS forms the overall state matrix and determines 
all eigenvalues, left and right eigenvectors, and the participation factors. Frequency 
and time response facilities are also provided. PEALS determines a subset of sys­
tem eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. Frequency response facilities are also 
provided in PEALS. SSSP can be effectively applied to power system problems such 
as the investigation of the low frequency oscillations and the design of compensation 
network for power system stabilizers. 
1.2.2 Transient stability analysis 
Transient stability of a power system is defined as [6]: 
A power system is transiently stable for a particular steady-state operating 
condition and for a particular disturbance if, following that disturbance, 
it reaches an acceptable steady-state operating condition. 
The system response to the disturbance involves large excursions of generator 
rotor angles, power flows, bus voltages, and other system variables. Stability is 
influenced by the nonlinear characteristics of the power system. There are two main 
methods for power system transient stability analysis: the time domain simulation 
method and Transient Energy Function (TEF) method. 
• Time domain simulation method 
In the time domain simulation, the power system is described by a set of non­
linear differential and algebraic equations, and these equations are solved by 
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iterative step-by-step procedure to evaluate the system stability for different 
operating conditions, system configurations etc. The advantage of this method 
is that we can obtain complete solution for all of the system variables. A 
commercial program package called Extended Transient-Midterm Stability Pro­
gram (ETMSP) is beneficial in studying the impact of large disturbances [7, 8]. 
ETMSP is frequently used as a tool for the validation of the performance of 
control design. 
• TEF method 
The TEF method determines stability without explicitly solving the system 
differential equations. Instead, TEF method evaluates the stability from the 
energy points of view originally based on Lyaponuv's second method. TEF 
method can also provide a good measure of system relative stability using energy 
margin. References [1] and [9] describe TEF method for power system transient 
analysis in detail. 
The strengths of time domain simulation method are no or little modeling or size 
limitations. Its weakness is mainly the lack of qualitative information and analysis 
capability. In contrast, the TEF method's strengths tend to overcome the time 
simulation's weakness, and its weakness lies where time simulation is strong. Thus, 
the trend of transient analysis tends to combine two methods such that users can 
take advantage of the strengths of each method. 
1.3 Interarea Mode and Local Mode 
An interconnected power system, depending on its size, has numerous funda­
mental modes of oscillations. In the analysis and control of system stability, two 
distinct types of system oscillations are usually recognized. One type is associated 
with units at a generating station swinging with respect to the rest of the power 
system. Such oscillation are referred to as "local mode" oscillations. The frequencies 
of these oscillations are typically in the range of 0.8Hz to 2.0Hz. The second type 
of oscillations is associated with the swing of a group of machines in one part of the 
system against groups of machines in other parts. Thus, these modes of oscillation 
are influenced by system states belonging to generators in different parts of the in­
terconnected system. They are referred to as "interarea mode" oscillations, and have 
frequencies typically in the range of 0.2Hz to 0.8Hz [10, 11]. A stressed power system 
may exhibit interarea mode of system separation that was not previously seen when 
the system was unstressed. The interarea mode of system separation phenomenon in 
a stressed power system can be described as follows: following a large disturbance, a 
small group of generators close to the fault location are severely disturbed initially. 
As the transient progresses, a large group of generators, not necessarily tightly cou­
pled electrically, tends to split from the rest of the system. When this situation is 
encountered, the most severely disturbed generators initially appear to exhibit "sta­
ble" oscillatory behavior. However, they may later on (1 to 2 seconds later) join 
a larger group of generators in separating from the interconnected network. When 
subjected to small disturbances, the interarea mode oscillations are low frequency 
oscillations associated with the large groups of generators physically located far from 
each other. Thus these mode of oscillations are influenced by system states belonging 
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to generators in different parts of the interconnected system. 
1.4 Excitation Control and Its Modes 
For over 30 years, utilities have relied on high initial response excitation systems 
equipped with power system stabilizers (PSS) as an effective means of enhancing 
overall system stability [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The basic function of the PSS is to 
add damping to poorly damped system modes of oscillation. The overall excitation 
control system is designed to: 
• maximize the damping of the interarea mode as well as local plant mode of 
oscillations without compromising the stability of other modes, 
• enhance system transient stability, 
• not adversely affect system performance during major system disturbances 
which cause large frequency excursion, and 
• minimize the consequences of excitation system malfunction due to components 
failures. 
However, two attributes of excitation control are of particular interest during 
this investigation. They are: 1) excitation control introduces some additional modes 
of oscillation [17], and 2) the conventional excitation control system design approach 
is based on linear system control theory (classical or state space techniques). 
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1.5 Analysis of Modal Interaction 
The phenomenon of interaction between a power system's natural modes of oscil­
lation has been studied extensively using linear system theory [17, 18, 19]. However, 
power systems are nonlinear in nature. In [20], the author pointed out that nonlinear-
ities may introduce new complex phenomenon such as interactions between resonant 
modes that can not be predicted by the linear analysis. It is important to understand 
the nature of these interactions and incorporate them in the analysis and design pro­
cedure. Nonlinear modal interaction has been studied by the researchers at Iowa 
State University with including higher order terms of Taylor series expansion of the 
system equations [21, 22, 23]. It has also been dealt with by Japanese scholars under 
the subject of parametric resonances [24, 25]. In this case, resonance occurs when the 
frequency of the sum of two (or more) modes is nearly equal to frequency of another 
natural system mode. Referring to second order modal interaction, the authors of 
[24] say: "It is also clarified that the governing nonlinearity causing the resonance 
is a quadratic term in Taylor's expansion of the system's dynamic equation from a 
mathematical standpoint." They also point out that: "Resonance tends to be se­
vere under conditions of heavy loading, substantial disturbance and/or small system 
damping." However, the analysis was restricted to rather small power networks and 
without considering excitation control system. As shown in [17], excitation system 
introduces modes that may interact with system's natural modes of mechanical os­
cillation. This may result in the occurrence of angle instability after the first swing 
of transient disturbance. Thus, excitation control system is significantly involved in 
modal interaction and should be included in the analysis of system modal behavior. 
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1.6 Problem Statement and Approach Presented 
Nonlinear interaction among the power system natural modes of oscillation is 
significant to the analysis of small signal stability as well as to large disturbance 
(transient) stability. In the former, control synthesis and design will be affected, 
since the frequencies and the states used in the input signal depend on the inter­
acting modes. In the latter, since considerable amount of energy can be exchanged 
between interacting modes, identifying the generators critical to the nonlinear modal 
interaction is important. 
Analysis of the fundamental modes of oscillation plays a crucial role in power 
system dynamic performance. Controls are tuned to mitigate lightly damped modes. 
If fundamental modes interact due to nonlinearities, then it becomes important to 
understand the nature of these interactions and to incorporate them in the analysis 
and design procedure. 
Two issues need to be dealt with in this research work in order to have a better 
understanding of dynamic behavior of stressed power system including excitation 
control. These issues are: 
• to identify and to quantify the nonlinear interaction between modes of power 
systems, and 
• to determine how this interaction influences power system dynamic behavior 
and control performance. 
In this research work normal forms of vector fields are used to provide the in­
formation of the nonlinear interaction among the power system natural modes of 
oscillation. In the normal form approach, an analytical functional relationship de­
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scribing the nonlinear coupling between the natural modes is developed. This func­
tional relationship is demonstrated in this dissertation for systems with second order 
nonlinearities. However, the approach is not limited to second order; it can be carried 
out to higher order terms if deemed desirable and justified. 
The motivation for using normal form is the following: 
• the nonlinear modal interaction information is not provided by linear analysis, 
and 
• if analysis of the "full" nonlinear system is desired, the only tool available is 
time domain simulation, which yields no functional relationship and offers little 
structural insight in dynamic system response. 
An important feature of the suggested approach is that it gives the solution of 
the state variables directly up to the order in which the analysis is carried out. On 
the other hand, approaches based on Taylor series expansion give only the higher 
order dynamics. Except for special situations, or under certain restrictions analytical 
solutions axe not possible. For example, the approach in [24] uses a small perturbation 
technique to obtain approximate solutions under two key assumptions: 1) dominance 
of the linear system, and 2) time scales of different orders for the linear and the 
second order part of the solution. 
1.7 Normal Forms Method 
The method of normal forms can be traced to the Ph.D thesis of Poincare. It 
is one of the most important methods for simplifying dynamical systems and for 
studying the local bifurcation phenomena (see Section 2.3 of [26], Chapter 5 of [27], 
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Section 2.3 of [28], and Section 2.2 of [29]). Chua described the application of normal 
forms to several small example systems [30, 31]. In [32, 33], Krener applied normal 
forms to control design. Currently, researchers at Iowa State University are applying 
normal forms method to characterize the stressed power system's dynamic behavior. 
A preliminary study was reported in [22, 23]. In [34], normal forms method was 
applied to characterize the mode-state participation and understand the relationship 
between system stressed condition and nonlinearity. Additional work, using normal 
forms method, to determine the stability boundary of system stable equilibrium point 
and to investigate the effects of nonlinear device (HVDC) on the second-order modal 
interaction is also undertaken. 
The basic idea of normal forms approach is described as follows. The approach 
consists of obtaining a Taylor series expansion of the nonlinear system dynamics equa­
tions around a stable operating point. The order of the series expansion is closely 
related to the nature of the nonlinearities in the original dynamical system. The 
modal behavior of the linear part of the series expansion is then analyzed. This anal­
ysis is aimed at determining resonances of different orders among the fundamental 
linear modes. In normal form theory, a set of system modes {N dimension) is said 
to be resonant of order r (where r is an integer) if 
N N 
A,' =  r r i j X j  and r  =  ^ m j  for e = 1,• • •,N .  
i=i i=i 
For example, the second order (r = 2) resonance condition is characterized by 
Aj + Afc = A,-. The normal form theorem states that if there are no resonances of order 
up to r, then all nonlinear terms up to order r can be annihilated successively from 
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the vector field using a set of nonlinear state space transformations. As a result, the 
system dynamics are linear, maintaining the original modal structure, in a nonlinear 
(curved) coordinate system given by the transformation maps, if no resonances are 
present. The terms of the nonlinear transformation provide important information 
regarding the dynamic behavior of the system. This information is indicative of the 
potential for large modal interaction, when the appropriate modes are excited. This 
interaction has significant implication to the dynamic system behavior in general and 
to the control performance in particular. 
1.8 Scope of Research Work 
The scope of this research work includes the following: 
1. Include the system nonlinearities, which are represented by the higher order 
terms in the Taylor series expansion for the set of system differential equations, 
into the investigation. The second-order terms of the equations of power system 
with excitation control are included in this research work. 
2. Perform the linear eigen-analysis to characterize the fundamental mode of os­
cillations of power system. Then transform the original system to Jordan form, 
and the same transformation is applied to the second-order terms. 
3. Identify which modes have strong interaction with others using the technique 
of normal forms of vector fields. 
4. Excite modes of interest such as low frequency interarea modes and excitation 
control modes. 
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5. Conduct the time simulation based on excitation of different modes to inves­
tigate how modal interaction can influence on system dynamic behavior and 
control performance. 
Normal form theory, linear system techniques, Taylor series expansion, and time 
simulation will be used in combination in this research work. Chapter 2 presents 
the models of power system including excitation control used in the work. In Chap­
ter 3, the normal forms theory is applied to the second-order power system. The 
numerical results of detecting the modal interaction for two test power systems (the 
four-generator test system and the 50-generator IEEE test system) are given in Chap­
ter 4. Chapter 5 describes the application of normal forms method to the study of the 
influence of modal interaction on the system dynamic behavior. Results of exciting 
modes of interest and corresponding time simulation are given in Chapter 6. Chapter 
7 presents the conclusions and suggests the future work. Finally, the details of Taylor 
series expansion of the power system equations and the details of finding the initial 
conditions at normal forms are given in Appendices A and B, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The power system components of interest are: the synchronous machines, the 
excitation system, and the power network. In this chapter, both classical model and 
detailed model are introduced. The excitation control system model is also discussed. 
2.1 Classical Model 
The simplest model representing a multi-machine power system is called the clas­
sical model (see Chapter 2 of [35]). This model is based on the following assumptions 
for the synchronous generators: 
1. Mechanical power input is constant. 
2. Damping or asynchronous power is negligible. 
3. The generator is represented by a constant EMF behind the direct axis transient 
reactance. 
4. The motion of the generator rotor coincides with the angle of the voltage behind 
the transient reactance. 
This model is useful for stability analysis but is traditionally limited to the study 
of the "first swing" transients, but is sometimes used for the analysis of transients 
known as the inertial transients. 
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With the loads represented by constant impedances, the load nodes and the 
terminal voltage nodes of the generators are eliminated. The resulting network con­
tains only the internal generator nodes. The generator reactances and the constant 
impedance loads are included in the network bus admittance matrix (Kjuj). 
Based on the above assumptions, the nonlinear differential equations that govern 
the dynamics of the n-generator system are given by: 
MA- = Pi-Pei (2.1) 
6i = Ui-ios i = l,2,---,n (2.2) 
where 
Pi = Pmi-EfGii 
Pei 
n 
Cii = EiEjBij 
Dii = EiEjGij 
and 
n: number of generators 
Ei'. internal bus voltage of generator i 
Mi', inertia constant of generator i 
Pmi'' mechanical power input of generator i 
Ga: driving point conductance of node i 
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Gij +jBij: the transfer admittance in the system reduced to the internal node be­
tween generators i and j 
LOi'. rotor speed of generator i (with respect to synchronous frame) 
synchronous speed 
Si', rotor angle of generator i 
2.2 Two-axis Model 
For analysis of the nonlinear modal interaction in the power system with excita­
tion system controls, the synchronous generator is represented by the two-axis model 
(see Section 4.15 of [35]). For a generator i, the variables and the generator equations 
are given by 
E'qi = —^[EpDi — E'gi -t- {xdi — x'di)Idi] (2.3) 
'^dOi 
E'di = {^qi ~ ^ qi)Iqi\ (2-4) 
^qOi 
<^i = ~ ^9'^qi) ~ ^ ii^i ~ '^s)] (2-5) 
6i = Ui — Us (2.6) 
where 
E'^, Egi direct and quadrature axes stator EMFs corresponding to rotor transient flux 
components, respectively 
Iq, Id'' the q- and d- axes stator currents 
T^O) Tqo' open-circuit direct and quadrature axes transient time constants 
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xj, xji direct axis synchronous and transient reactances 
Xg,Xg: quadrature axis synchronous and trajisient reactances 
Ffn: stator EMF corresponding to the field voltage 
D: damping coefficient 
2.3 Network Equations 
The power network is assumed to be represented classically: steady-state network 
parameters, constant impedance loads, etc. Assuming that the generator internal 
reactance is constant, the network can be reduced to the internal generator nodes by 
eliminating all the load nodes. A network Iju, is generated with diagonal elements 
YiilOii = Gii + jBii and off-diagonal elements YijLdij = Gij 4- Bij. Following the 
procedure described in Chapter 9 of [35], the generator currents /,,• and la are given 
by 
n 
(2.7) 
n 
(2.8) 
where F(;+fi(5y), FB-G(6ij), and fij are given by 
FG+fl(^ij) — cos(iy) + S f j  
~ eos(^fj) Gij sin(£ij) 
^3 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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2.4 Combination of Two-axis Model and Classical Model 
In the general case some generators are represented in detail, while others are 
represented classically. In this case, equations (2.7)-(2.8) should be modified such 
that for the classical generators = 0 and E'^ = E = constant. Thus, for re­
generator system with first m-generator represented by two-axis model and the rest 
(n — m)-generator represented classically, the generator currents are given by 
m n 
- FB-GiSij)E'jj] -F ^ FG+B{Sik)Ek 
m n 
hi = '^[FB-G{Sij)E'gj + FG+B{Sij)E'jj]+ ^ FB-G{^ik)Ek 
i=l 
m n 
h = ~ ^ B-G{Skj)Elij]+ FG+BiSkl)Ei 
j=l /=m+l 
i = 1,2, ••-,771 k,l = m +1,-• • ,n (2.12) 
2.5 The Excitation System Model 
2.5.1 The exciter 
The type of excitation system used is IEEE Type AC-4 [13]. A block diagram 
of the excitation system model is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Vref 
+ 
VT 1 1 + STc Xe2 Ka E 
1 + STR 1 + STb 1 + STa 
Vs"^ 
PSS ©A 
'FD 
Figure 2.1: Excitation system model 
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The variables aje Efdi^eii and Xe2- The equations for these variables are 
given by 
EpDi 
Xeh 
XE2i 
Vt 
where all the variables and parameters are shown in Figure 2.1. 
Vt'- generator terminal voltage 
Vref' exciter reference voltage 
waj(= power system stabilizer input (speed deviation in P.U.) 
2.5.2 The power system stabilizer. 
A block diagram of the PSS model is shown in Figure 2.2. 
1 + STz 
1 + STi 
Figure 2.2: Power system stabilizer model 
Km y 1 „ 
rry •^E2i rp ^FDi 
-•^XEU + T^yTi 
J- Ri Hi 
^{^-l)XEU-7^XE2i 
~ r p %  y n + 7fr-{^REFi + Vsi) 
J- BiJ- Ri •* Bi 
Tci 
Vsi 
Tsi 
Vrg + jVrd 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
= iE'+x',h)+j{E',-x'L) (2.16) 
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The variables are Jrsi,Xs2, and Xs3{= Vs). The equations for these variables 
are given as follows. 
Xsu = —Xsu + Ksiuj^i (2.17) 
•I Si 
Xsu = (2.18) 
lit ist l2i J-2i 
Xssi = = % - ( ! - -  i ( l  -
•^4U2i -ISi -t4f •L2i 
-^Xs2i + Ksi^w^i (2.19) 
J 4: •L4iJ-2i 
where all the variables and parameters are shown in Figure 2.2 and WAt = 
Substituting PSS variables into equation (2.15) yields 
XE2i = ^(^~1)XEU-:^XE2: 
-^Ri J-Bi 
-Vri + 7?r~VRBFi 
OJS 
TsiTRi Tsi 
f j i  rry rr^ r j i  rry 
._£ci£3i /.. zliw . J-—5i^ V 
' rp rji rp rp "T rp rp rp /•^S2i J-BiJ-AU2i -tSt J-2i 
, 1 TciTnTzi . /or,n^ (1 - Tf-)Xszi + Ksirp rp rp ^Ai (2.20) 
•iBi J-ii J-BiJ-AU2i 
2.6 Power System Formulation 
With generators 1 to m represented by detail model and generators (m + 1) to 
n represented classically, the equations for an n-generator power system can then be 
written in the general form 
X = F{X) 
=  [ f i t ,  f a ,  • • • ,  f i o x ] ^  (2.21a) 
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X  = [•£'^15 •fi'dn E f D i ,  X e U I  X E 2 i i  X s h ,  X s 2 i ,  X s 3 ^ , ' - - ,  
^qm ? ^dm ' ^fn ? ^ t n  i F/F*Om i X^tTn 9 X£}2Tn i Xsim ? Xs2m 1 ? 
'^'m+l? ^m+lj • ' • ^n] (2.21b) 
where superscript T means transpose. 
In (2.21) the vector X has ten variables for each generator with excitation control 
(exciter and PSS) and two variables per classical generator. The vector F is made 
up of ten functions as summarized below. 
/if = E'gi 
= —[-Sfdi — E'gi + (xdi — x'^i)Idi] z = 1, • • •, m (2.22) 
^dOi 
f2i = E'di 
— ~~ (®?« ~ ^ ~ Ij • • * j'Ti (2.23) 
T„n: 'qOi 
fsi = W,' 
— IgiEg^) £),(a;,•—ws)] i —!,•••, n (2.24) 
/4t = Si 
- LOi-cjs i = ,n (2.25) 
/si = Efc,-
= •j^XE2i - -i^EpDi i = 1, • • •, m (2.26) 
/ei — -^Eit 
= - + -^Vti i = 1, • • •, m (2.27) 
Ri J- Ri 
hi = XE2i 
1 ,rc.- 1 
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-Vt.- + (1 -rrt rr? ' si • /t^ ' ixal' • rp rn rp v nn ) J-Bi-lRi J-Bi J-BU4U2i J-Si 
•(! - '^)Xs2i 4 i(l - ^ )Xs« \ T' » • rp \ rp 
^BiJ-4i J-2i J-Bi J-Ai 
i = l , • • • ,»>  (2.28) 
J-BUii-Lii 
hi = -^sit 
= -;^Xsi{ + A'stWAt i = 1, • • •, m (2.29) 
•I Si 
fsi = Xs2i 
= - ^ )-X'sit - 7fr^S2i + KsiT^i^M i = 1, • • •,m (2.30) 
J2« -15: •I2i •i2« 
/lO« = Xs3i 
Tzi 1 Tzi^^ 
= rr, T- ~ -TfTj-^SU - ;pr-U ~ 7f-)-^S2i 
•I4i-i2i iSt •t4i -t2t 
-^Xszi + Ksi^^t^Ai i = (2.31) 
J-ii J-4i-'-2i 
where the generator currents, Id and are expressed as in (2.12) and oJAi = ^ = 
2.7 Angle Reference 
The above system of JV equations represent [N — 1) independent equations. The 
order of system described above can be reduced from iV to — 1 by introducing the 
new relative angles (without loss of generality, 5i is chosen as reference) 
Sn =6i-Si, i = 2, • • •,ra (2.32) 
The full system remains exactly the same as equations (2.22)-(2.31) with each 6i 
replaced by Sn and ws replaced by u>i in the equation (2.25). Thus equation (2.25) 
becomes 
f4j = Sji =LOj-LOi j = 2, • • •, n (2.33) 
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CHAPTER 3. NORMAL FORMS OF VECTOR FIELDS 
The basic idea underlying the inethod of normal forms of vector fields is the use 
of "local" coordinate transformations to "simplify" the equations describing the dy­
namics of the system under consideration. In other words, with the method of normal 
forms, one seeks a coordinate transformation in which the dynamical system takes 
the "simplest form" or so-called "normal form". For nonlinear dynamical systems, 
the coordinate transformation will, in general, be nonlinear. In this chapter, we will 
use a two-dimensional example to describe in detail the problem of calculating the 
normal form for a system of first-order differential equations. Then the procedure 
involved in the application of method of normal forms to power system is described. 
3.1 Two-dimensional Example for Method of Normal Forms 
Consider a system of first-order differential equations having the form 
;!: = AX-fF2(j^ )-}-F3(X)-h--- (3.1) 
where X and F^ are column vectors of length N, A is N x N constant matrix, and 
F,„ is homogeneous polynomials of degree m in X. Assume that F^ are smooth 
vector fields satisfying F^(0) = 0 so that X = 0 is a fixed (equilibrium) point of 
(3.1). We first introduce a linear transformation X = UY, where U is & nonsingular 
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matrix, in (3.1) and obtain 
y = jr+f2(r) + f3(K) + --- (3.2) 
where 
J = U-^AU (3.3) 
and 
f^(y) = U-^-EmiUX) (3.4) 
Our aim is to construct a sequence of transformations that successively remove 
the higher order terms starting from f2. Ideally, we will be able to remove all 
the fm, thereby reducing (3.2) to a linear problem. Instead of using a sequence of 
transformations, we next introduce the nonlinear transformation 
Y = Z + h2{Z) + hz{Z) + --- (3.5) 
into (3.2) and choose the hm such that the simplest possible form of the system 
equation is obtained; this is the so-called "normal form" 
Z = JZ + Sii^) + SsiZ) + • • • (3.6) 
The gm are referred to as "resonance terms" which can be removed if no resonances 
of order-m occur. We will define resonance terms after the example. 
Substituting (3.5) into (3.2) yields 
Z + Dh2{Z)Z + D\i3{Z)Z + • • • 
= JZ Jh.2{Z) + JVizi^Z^ + • * • 
-i-f2[Z + h2{Z) + hs^Z) + • • •] 
+f3[Z + h2{Z) + h3{Z) + • • •] 
+  • • •  ( 3 . 7 )  
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where Dh. is the Jacobian of h. 
Using (3.6) to eliminate Z from (3.7) and equating coefficients for the second 
order terms, we obtain 
g 2 ( Z )  +  D h ^ { Z ) J Z  -  J \ i 2 { Z )  = f2(Z) (3.8) 
or 
C j { h 2 { Z ) )  =  D h 2 { Z ) J Z  -  J h ^ i Z )  =  U Z )  -  g2(Z) (3.9) 
where the operator Cj{h2{Z)) = D\i2{Z)JZ — J\i2[Z) = [h2, JF] is known as the 
Lie bracket. 
Next, we consider a example of the two-dimensional system [36] 
^nJ/i + CnViyi + Chvl 
^uVl ^12^1 f2 + ^"222/2 
J/1 
___ 
0 y \  
+ 
J/2 0 A2 V i  
(3.10) 
where the Xj and Ch may be real or complex, but both Ai and A2 are not zero. 
Substituting (3.10) into (3.8) yields 
^2^ 
+ 
ah2^ 
dz\ 
aA2' 
8x2 Ai 0 Zi Ai 0 h2^ 
fir22 dh2^ dz\ 
a/i2' 
dz2 0 A2 Z2 0 A2 h2^ 
Cn-2? + CI2Z1Z2 + 
CiV? + (^ IVi2/2 + C2VI 
where {h2^,h2'^) and {g2^,g2'^) are the components of h2 and g2. 
Assume the h2^ and g2^ be in the form 
h2^ = h2\izl + h2\2ZiZ2 + h2\2zl 
= h2\^z\ + h2\2Z\Z2 + h2\2z\ 
j2' = +J2j22i2j 
g2' = p2j,5f+J2522iZ2+52^24 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Substituting (3.12)-(3.15) into (3.11) yields 
+ ^2^222) + \2Z2{h2\2Z\ + 2^222^2) 
—\i{h2\iz\ + h2\2ZiZ2 + k2\2zl) 
= (Cji — g2\i)zf + {CI2 — g2\2)ziz2 + (CI2 — fl'222)5'2 
\\Z\{2h2\-yZ\ + /12J222) + ^ 222(^2122:1 + 2h2\2Z2) 
-\2{h2\^z\ + h2\2Z\Z2 + h2\2zl) 
— (^11 9^11)^1 + (^12 — 9^12)^1^2 + (^22 ~ ^222)5:2 
Equating the coefficients of zl, Z1Z2, and z^ on both sides of (3.16) and (3.17) yields 
Bh2 = C - g2 (3.18) 
where h2, C, and g2 are column vectors having the components h2j^i,Cli, and g2li, 
respectively, and 
Ai 0 0 
0 A2 0 
0 0 2A2 — Ai 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Thus, the matrix B is diagonal having the eigenvalues Ai, A2,2A2 — Aj, and 2Ai — A2. 
These eigenvalues are related to the eigenvalues Ai and A2 of J and hence A by 
Am,« — TTliAi •{- 1712^2 — Aj (3.20) 
where m = {mi, 1712), rn-i and m2 are nonnegative integers such that mi + m2 = 2 
and mi,m2 = 0, 1, and 2. If B is nonsingular, i.e., none of its eigenvalues vanishes, 
B = 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2Ai — A2 0 0 
0 Ai 0 
0 0 A2 
(3.19) 
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then matrix B has an inverse and hence (3.18) has a solution for any Ch- Therefore, 
we put g2 = 0, solve (3.18) for the /i2^,, and obtain 
^ 
h2  ^ - Ql nZl2 — y 
42?, = 
" 2Ai - Az 
h2^ - 9k 
h2l2 = ^ (3.21) 
A2 
With this choice, all the nonlinear terms are eliminated from (3.10), resulting in the 
linear normal form Z = JZ. 
When any of the eigenvalues Ai, A2,2A2 — Ai, and 2Ai — A2 vanishes (i.e., miAi + 
7722A2 = A,), the matrix B is singular and one or more of the g2].i are unbounded, 
implying that we cannot eliminate all the nonlinear terms in (3.10). The terms 
that cannot be eliminated are called "resonance terms". Moreover, the condition 
miAi +m2A2 = A; is called a resonance condition of order 2 because the nonlinearity 
is quadratic (i.e., mi +1712 = 2). 
Referring to section 2.3 of [26], we can express (3.21) in a general form 
= (3-22) 
These coefficients /i2y play a very important role in the analysis of modal interaction 
behavior throughout the work reported upon in this dissertation. Starting from next 
section, we describe the application of normal forms to the investigation of modal 
interaction and its influence on stressed power system. 
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3.2 Taylor Series Expansion 
The dynamical equations governing the generators and excitation system have 
the general form, using generator 1 rotor angle as reference. 
X  =  F { X )  (3.23) 
where X = [Eg^, Efdi,Xeu,Xe2i,Xsn, Xs2i^Xs3i, • • •, E 'g^, E '^j^, 
) EpD mi Xe2 mi m? *719 XsZtn^ ^ m+1) * '' i ^nl] 9 
Ski = Sk — 61 fc = 2,3, • • •, n 
and F is an analytic vector field. 
The state variables are defined as in the previous chapter. We assume that the 
total order of the system (3.23) is N. We expand (3.23) as a Taylor series about a 
stable equilibrium point Xo, and obtain, using again X and Xi as the state variables. 
X  =  A X +  X 2  +  H . O . T .  (3.24) 
and for the i"* variable, a:,-, 
Xi = AiX + ^ X'^H'X + H.O.T. (3.25) 
where 
Ai = i"* row of Jacobian A which is equal to , and 
H' = ] = Hessian matrix. J ^ Xq 
The detail for the derivation of the Jacobian matrix A and the Hessian matrices 
H' of the system is shown in Appendix-A. 
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3.3 Eigen-Analysis 
Consider the linear part of the Taylor series expression (3.24), X = AX. If 
the matrix A has N distinct eigenvalues A,- {i = 1,2,then it will also have 
N corresponding linearly independent AT x 1 right eigenvectors £/,• and N x \ left 
eigenvectors VJ (i = 1,2, • • •, N). which are related by the equations: 
AUi = XiUi i = 
= XjVj j = l,---,N (3.26) 
It is convenient to normalize the eigenvectors Ui and Vi to norm 1. 
Let U =[Ui U2 ••• Un], V = [Vi V2 • • • Vat], and A = diag[Xi A2 • • • A;v], then 
we have the following: 
AU = UA 
A^V = VA 
V^U = In (3.27) 
where In is N x N identity matrix. 
The so-called participation factor, Pjbj, is given by 
Pki = VkiUki (3.28) 
where Vki and Uki denote the components of the eigenvectors Vi and Ui. 
The participation factor represents the measure of the participation of the 
state variable Xk in the i"' mode. It is dimension-less and therefore is not affected 
by change of scale on the variables. It has been used to determine the site of the 
control [37, 38]. We will use the participation factor to classify modes of system into 
different groups such as interarea modes, control modes, and local plant modes. 
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3.4 Linear Transformation 
Using the similarity transformation X{t) = UY{t), we derive the representation 
of the Taylor series expansion of order two in the variable Y (the fundamental modes 
of oscillation) as 
^ Y^U^HWY 
y = Ay + 
YTUTR^UY 
YTUTH^UY 
(3.29) 
and for the j"' mode 
y j  =  X j y . + Y ^ C ^ Y  
= ^jVi + JLT^^kiykV, (3.30) jt=i /=i 
where C = 1E VT[U^H'U] = [4]. 
P=1 
The coefficients Ch represent the contribution of modes k and I in the dynamic 
equation governing the behavior of mode j. 
-3.5 Nonlinear Transformation 
In contrast to Taylor series expansion, normal forms reduce vector fields to their 
simplest form by considering higher order resonance. The discussion presented here 
is restricted to first and second order terms, but the procedure is general, allowing for 
successively better approximations of the vector field F and the solutions of (3.23). 
The first step in normal form analysis is to examine (3.30) for resonances of order 
2, i.e., to check whether there exist three eigenvalues that satisfy the second-order 
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resonance condition Xk + h  = Xj, for any combination of j , k ,  and 1. Due to the 
structure of power system, second-order resonances do not appear generically. In the 
absence of these resonances a nonlinear transformation 
Y  =  Z  +  h 2 { Z )  (3.31) 
is defined via 
(3.32) 
where Ch coefficients are defined as in (3.30). Then the linear dynamics 
Z = ^Z (3.33) 
together with the nonlinear (second-order) transformation (3.31) describe the sim­
plest second-order approximation of the system (3.23). This procedure can be contin­
ued with higher order resonances and corresponding transformation, see e.g. (Section 
2.3 of [26]). 
3.6 Second-order System Solution 
The meaning of (3.33) and (3.31) is that the second-order approximation of 
(3.23) consists of the linear dynamics (3.33) in a curved coordinate system given by 
(3.31). Large h2-coefficients describe a strong functional dependence between the 
corresponding modes, usually termed "modal interaction". This fact can be seen 
from writing the solutions of (3.29) explicitly 
y j { t )  = + E E (3.34) 
fc=i (=1 
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where z-^ is the initial condition of the normal form variable Zj. For the solution of 
the original system (3.23), (3.34) yields 
= E + i; t^jlE E (3.35) 
j=l j=l k=l 1=1 
3.7 Initial Condition Considerations 
Examining (3.35) we know that initial condition ZQ plays an important role in 
determining the response of the system X{t). To find ZQ, we first need to obtain 
XQ and YQ. When the system dynamic response following a disturbance is being 
analyzed, this includes the following steps: 
1. Xq: The initial condition Xq = XcI—Xsep, where Xsep is equal to the solution 
of X = f{X) = 0, Xci is the system condition at the time of fault clearing and 
can be obtained by time domain simulation program. 
2. Y q: Y q = V^X q^ where is the matrix of left eigenvectors. 
3. Zq: We can solve f { Z o )  =  Z o  —  Y o - \ - h 2 { Z o )  for Zq using Newton-Raphson(N-R) 
method along with optimization techniques: 
• Formulate a nonlinear zero-solving problem as described in Appendix-B: 
f{Z) = Z — Yo -h k2(Z) = 0 (here Z = Zq to be solved) 
• Initial guess Z°. 
• Compute mismatch function f { Z )  =  Z  —  Y  +  h 2 { Z )  or fj{Z) = z —y + 
n n _ '  '  
k=l 1=1 
• Compute Jacobian of f{Z): [A.{Z)]~[^]. 
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• Compute AZ = -[A{Z'')]-^f{Z''). 
• Determine the optimal multiplier fi following the procedure described in 
[39]. 
• Compute = Z'' + fiAZ. 
• Continue the iteration until | f{Z) |< Tol, Zq = 
As with any other iteration methods, the N-R method does not guarantee con­
vergence. The optimal multiplier is for the purpose of reducing the mismatch in 
the iteration process. However, the convergence of the system heavily depends on 
the initial point of the iteration process. Although with the optimal multiplier, the 
iteration process might still be stuck on some points if the system is (numerically) 
ill-conditioned. Therefore, we may need to keep trying diflPerent initial points to find 
the solution ZQ. 
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CHAPTER 4. DETECTION OF NONLINEAR MODAL 
INTERACTIONS 
4.1 Evolution of Detecting Nonlinear Modal Interaction 
By normal forms method the second-order closed form system solution, in the 
original state variable, is given by 
= D ^ Uij[J2 (4.1) 
i=l j=l k=l 1=1 
Examining equation (4.1) carefully, we observe that system nonlinear effects in terms 
of modal interaction appear in two parts: 
• the linear part UijZ^^ via z^^, and 
• the second-order part h2liz^^z,^. 
The evolution of our dealing with the nonlinear effects starts with finding the second-
order terms of Taylor series expansion, then focuses on determining the nonlinear 
normal form transformation, and finally turns to the analysis of initial condition z.^ 
and the product h2\iZ^^Zig. 
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4.1.1 The interaction coefficient in Taylor series expansion: Oil 
The second-order Taylor series expansion of the system in Jordan form coordi­
nates can be obtained as 
V, = 
= +IZ2ZC'h!/»!'i (<-2) 
fc=l /=1 
where y- denotes the j-th mode for j = 1,2, • • •, M 
The eigenvalue \j determines the linear system response, and the coefficient 
of second-order term describes the second-order dynamic interaction between 
various modes. Based on the size of Ch the extent of the interaction of the modes 
k and / and with mode j in the system dynamic equations can be determined. We 
denote Ch as "dynamic modal interaction coefficient" since it appears in the dynamic 
equation governing the system modal behavior. We note that in (4.2) the second-
order coefficients describe the size of the modes on y^, i.e., on the dynamics of 
the mode j. Therefore, these coefficients do not give the interaction between mode 
j and other modes directly, because this interaction has to be expressed in terms of 
the state variable solutions, i.e., in terms of yj,y^, etc. The normal forms method 
gives these solutions. 
4.1.2 The interaction coefficient in normal forms: /i2^, 
The normal form of system equations allows us to quantify the interaction be­
tween different modes directly. Starting with (4.2) and using the normal form trans­
formation 
= + (4.3) 
k=l 1=1 
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where 
(4.4) 
we obtain the normal form system described by 
(4.5) 
The value of the /i2^j term in equation (4.4) is indicative of the potential for nonlinear 
modal interaction. It implies two kinds of important information: 
• the numerator in (4.4) describes the dynamic modal interaction via Ch, and 
• the denominator in (4.4) indicates if modes j ,  k ,  and I  are close to resonant 
After detecting the potential for nonlinear interaction between modes, we note 
that for this interaction to influence the system behavior the initial conditions must 
be favorable. In the second-order solution (4.1), we observe that initial condition 
and the product of the normal form interaction coefficient and initial conditions 
initial conditions at z coordinate and then use them to determine system response. 
The issue regarding initial conditions and system response will appear in Chapter 5 
and corresponding examples will follow in Chapter 6. 
Two test power networks are used for the study of nonlinear modal interaction 
in the following sections of this Chapter: 
condition. 
4.1.3 The initial condition z.^ and product h2liz^^z^ 
'kl^ko^io 
jointly determine the system response. Thus, it is important to find the 
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1. The four-generator test power network [11]. This system has been used pri­
marily in the analysis of the nonlinear modal interaction and its influences on 
system dynamic behavior including control performance. 
2. The IEEE 50-generator test power system [40]. This system has been used 
for analysis of the relationship between system stressed conditions and modal 
interaction behavior. 
4.2.1 Description of the four-generator test system 
Figure 4.1 shows the four-generator system used in this research work. The sys­
tem consists of two identical areas. Each area includes two 900 MVA generating units 
equipped with excitation control system. All four generating units are represented 
by the two-axis model. 
4.2 Results for The Four-generator Test System 
AREAl 
2 5 
AREA2 
6 4 
3 
GENl 
GEN2I 
LOADl 
P-tie 
L0AD2 
GEN3 
GEN4 
Figure 4.1: Four-generator test system 
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The machine and the excitation control data used in the system are given below. 
• Synchronous generator: 
Rating = 900 MVA, H = 6.5 
Va = 0.0025, Sd = 1.8,0:, = 1.7 
Xj = 0.3, = 0.55 
r^o = 8.0s, T,'o = 0.40s 
Di = 9.0, Z>2 = 10.0, I>3 = 11.0, I>4 = 12.0 
The above terms are defined as in Section 2.2. 
• Fast exciter (Static exciter Figure 2.1): 
Ka = 200, Ta = 0.01s, Tb = 10.0s, Tc = 1.0s, Tr = 10.0s 
• Power system stabilizer (Figure 2.2): 
Ks = 15.0 
Ti = 0.047s, Ti = 0.021s, Tg = 3.00s, = 5.40s, Tg = 10.0s 
Under various operating conditions, the four-generator system basically exhibits 
three electro-mechanical modes: 
• An interarea mode, with a frequency of about 0.36 Hz, in which the generating 
units in one area oscillate against those in the other area. 
• Two local modes, one in each area, with a frequency of about 1.3 Hz. In these 
modes the units in each area oscillate against each other. 
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4.2.2 Dynamic modal interaction 
We are interested in the nonlinear effects that the control has on the system under 
various operating conditions and control parameter settings. The system dependence 
on excitation control is analyzed for the following cases: 
• with excitation control on all generators (no PSS) 
• with PSS added to the excitation system 
For each of these cases, various operating conditions and control settings are 
considered: 
• when the system loading is increased, and 
• for different values of the exciter gain. 
The operating conditions for the study of this system are summarized in Table 
4.1. PL1( PL2), QLl (QL2), and Qshl (Qsh2) represent the real power, the reactive 
power, and the shunt MVAR of load bus 1 (load bus 2), respectively. The exciter 
gain constant Ka varies from 100 to 300 for each operating condition. A total of nine 
cases of the four-generator system are analyzed here. 
Table 4.1: Operating conditions of the four-generator system 
Tie-Line Power" PLl PL2 QLl QL2 Qshl Qsh2 
200 900 1300 250 250 193.6 192.0 
300 900 1400 250 250 189.8 188.3 
400 900 1400 250 250 255.1 254.3 
"Real power in MW, Reactive power in MVAR 
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Our analysis centers on the modal behavior of the controlled power system, in 
particular, on the nonlinear effects between dominant modes. There are three groups 
of modes of oscillations of interest: 
• Interarea mode, with a frequency in the order of 2 rad/sec, it results from 
oscillations of groups of machines in different parts of the system with each 
other. 
• Local modes, with the frequency in the order of 7 rad/sec, they result from 
oscillations of generators in one plant (or generators that are very close electri­
cally). 
• Control modes, with the frequency in the order of 1 rad/sec, they are introduced 
by the excitation system. 
The eigenvalues for the cases of different operating conditions with various ex­
citer gain constants are given in Table 4.2, Table 4.3, and Table 4.4. The ordering of 
the modes (representing by eigenvalues) are found to be slightly different for differ­
ent cases. By examining dominant states via participation factors, we observe that 
eigenvalues 2-8 represent control modes, eigenvalues 9-13 represent interarea modes, 
and eigenvalues 17-20 represent local modes. 
A comparison is made for dynamic modal interaction coefficients for each group 
of modes at different operating conditions and various control settings. The results 
are summarized in Tables 4.5-4.6 (for the interarea mode). Tables 4.7-4.8 (for the 
control mode), and Tables 4.9-4.10 (for the local mode). The quantities in parenthesis 
in these tables represent the modes in order. The mode numbers mentioned in the 
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Table 4.2: Eigenvalues for 200MW transfer power case 
Ka = 100 KA = 200 KA = 300 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.28 -}- 0.38j -0.38 -1- 0.52j -0.47 -1- 0.61j 
-0.28 - 0.38j -0.38 - 0.52j -0.47 - 0.61j 
-0.27 -f 0.39j -0.37 -f 0.53j -0.47 -h 0.62j 
-0.27 - 0.39j -0.37 - 0.53j -0.47 - 0.62j 
-0.78 -0.79 -0.79 
-0.55 -t- O.SSj -1.05 -t- 0.98j -1.28 
-0.55 - 0.83j -1.05 - 0.98j -1.65 -f- 0.82j 
-0.84 -t- 0.92j -1.82 -1.65 - O.S2j 
-0.84 - 0.92j -1.99 + 1.08j -0.58 -F 2.83j 
-0.51 -f 2.88j -1.99 - 1.08j -0.58 - 2.83j 
-0.51 - 2.88j -0.55 -f- 2.87j -2.87 -f- 1.70j 
-2.95 -0.55 - 2.87j -2.87 - 1.70j 
-3.85 -3.77 -3.56 
-6.12 -6.15 -6.18 
-6.17 -6.19 -6.22 
-1.46 -1- 6.96j -1.56 -t- 7.00j -1.67 -h 7.04j 
-1.46 - 6.96j -1.56 - 7.00j -1.67 - 7.04j 
-1.59 + 6.99j -1.71 -f 7.03j -1.83 + 7.06j 
-1.59 - 6.99j -1.71 - 7.03j -1.83 - 7.06j 
-88.93 -83.89 -79.78 
-89.66 -84.99 -81.19 
-93.01 -89.95 -87.53 
-93.08 -90.05 -87.65 
-106.48 -109.05 -110.99 
-106.53 -109.13 -111.08 
-109.37 -113.04 -115.78 
-109.97 -113.86 -116.76 
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Table 4.3: Eigenvalues for 300MW transfer power case 
Ka = 100 Ka = 200 Ka = 300 
0.00 
-0.27 + 0.40j 
-0.27 - 0.40j 
-0.29 -I- 0.39j 
-0.29 - 0.39j 
-0.76 
-0.58 -f 0.87j 
-0.58 - 0.87j 
-0.83 + 0.93j 
-0.83 - 0.93j 
-0.51 -I- 2.48j 
-0.51 - 2.48j 
-3.18 
-3.75 
-6.09 
-6.24 
-1.39 + 7.05j 
-1.39 - 7.05j 
-1.61 + 7.02j 
-1.61 - 7.02j 
-89.00 
-89.59 
-92.96 
-93.10 
-106.46 
-106.58 
-109.43 
-109.92 
0.00 
-0.38 -f 0.54j 
-0.38 - 0.54j 
-0.40 -f 0.53j 
-0.40 - 0.53j 
-0.77 
-1.13 + l.Olj 
-1.13 - l.Olj 
-2.02 
-2.01 + 0.96j 
-2.01 - 0.96j 
-0.50 + 2.47j 
-0.50 - 2.47j 
-3.63 
-6.12 
-6.27 
-1.49 -f 7.09j 
-1.49 - 7.09j 
-1.72 + 7.07j 
-1.72 - 7.07j 
-83.99 
-84.88 
-89.88 
-90.08 
-109.03 
-109.19 
-113.12 
-113.79 
0.00 
-0.77 
-0.48 0.66j 
-0.48 - 0.66j 
-0.51 - 0.63j 
-0.51 - 0.63j 
-1.30 
-1.84 H- 0.75j 
-1.84 - 0.75j 
-0.50 -h 2.47j 
-0.50 - 2.47j 
-3.26 
-2.99 -h 1.67j 
-2.99 - 1.67j 
-6.15 
-6.29 
-1.60 -1- 7.12j 
-1.60 - 7.12j 
-1.84 7.10j 
-1.84 - 7.10j 
-79.90 
-81.06 
-87.43 
-87.68 
-110.96 
-111.16 
-115.88 
-116.68 
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Table 4.4: Eigenvalues for 400MW transfer power case 
Ka = 100 KA = 200 KA = 300 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.26 -1- 0.39j -0.36 + 0.53j -0.75 
-0.26 - 0.39j -0.36 - 0.53j -0.46 -1- 0.62j 
-0.33 4- 0.42j -0.46 -f 0.57j -0.46 - 0.62j 
-0.33 - 0.42j -0.46 - 0.57j -0.59 -F 0.67j 
-0.73 -0.74 -0.59 - 0.67j 
-0.75 O.QOj -1.44 0.95j -1.31 
-0.75 - 0.90j -1.44 - 0.95j -1.50 
-0.94 + l.lOj -1.91 -1- 0.42j -0.33 -F 2.07j 
-0.94 - l.lOj -1.91 - 0.42j -0.33 - 2.07j 
-0.39 + 1.76j -0.30 -f 1.98j -2.52 -H 1.05j 
-0.39 - 1.76j -0.30 - 1.98j -2.52 - 1.05j 
-3.09 -f 0.49j -2.64 1.06j -3.22 -F 1.77j 
-3.09 - 0.49j -2.64 - 1.06j -3.22 - 1.77j 
-5.77 -5.79 -5.80 
-6.27 -6.30 -6.32 
-1.89 -f 7.10j -1.98 + 7.14j -2.07 -f 7.17j 
-1.89 - 7.10j -1.98 - 7.14j -2.07 - 7.17j 
-1.38 + 7.30j -1.49 + 7.33j -1.60 -f 7.37j 
-1.38 - 7.30j -1.49 - 7.33j -1.60 - 7.37j 
-88.84 -83.75 -79.59 
-89.48 -84.71 -80.84 
-92.77 -89.60 -87.08 
-93.15 -90.15 -87.78 
-106.42 -108.97 -110.89 
-106.74 -109.42 -111.44 
-109.53 -113.25 -116.03 
-110.04 -113.96 -116.88 
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parenthesis, after the second-order coefficients (C^), represent mode k  and mode I  
w h i c h  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  m o d e  j .  
As an example we examine the interarea mode case (400MW transfer, Ka  = 300) 
shown in Table 4.6. The eigenvalue and the dynamic interaction coefficient are given 
by: Xj = —0.33 + j2.07(10), Ch = 0.67(3,4). This means that mode 3 and mode 4, 
both of which are control modes, interact with mode 10, which is an interarea mode. 
Table 4.5: Eigenvalues for the interarea mode under different stress and exciter gain 
constant 
Ka  \ P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 
200 
300 
-0.51 ± j2.88 (11,12)" 
-0.55 ± j2.87 (12,13) 
-0.58 ±j2.83 (11,12) 
-0.51 ± j2.48 (11,12) 
-0.50 ± j2.47 (12,13) 
-0.50 ± j2.47 (11,12) 
-0.39 ± jl.76 (11,12) 
-0.30 ± jl.98 (11,12) 
-0.33 ± j2.07 (9,10) 
"Numbers in () indicate the complex pair of eigenvalues for interarea mode 
Table 4.6: Second-Order coefficients (Ch) for the interarea mode 
Ka  \ P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 0.42(15,16)" 
0.22(16,16) 
0.20(15,15) 
0.47(16,16) 
0.44(15,15) 
0.29(17,18) 
1.56(2,16) 
1.35(16,16) 
0.95(15,15) 
200 0.36(15,16) 
0.19(16,16) 
0.17(15,15) 
0.40(15,16) 
0.38(16,16) 
0.30(2,3) 
0.30(17,18) 
0.49(16,16) 
0.49(2,16) 
0.46(2,2) 
300 0.23(15,16) 
0.14(16,16) 
0.11(15,15) 
0.45(3,4) 
0.27(15,15) 
0.21(16,16) 
0.67(3,4) 
0.33(2,2) 
0.27(16,16) 
"Numbers in () indicate modes k  and I  that interact with mode j ,  low numbers 
from 2 to 5 are exciter modes 
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Table 4.7: Eigenvalues for the control mode under different stress and exciter gain 
constant 
Ka  \ P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 -0.55 ± jO.83 (7,8) -0.58 ± jO.87 (7,8) -0.75 ± j0.90 (7,8) 
200 -1.05 ± j0,98 (7,8) -1.13 ± jl.Ol (7,8) -1.44 ± jO.95 (7,8) 
300 -1.65 ± j0,82 (8,9) -1.84 ± jO.75 (8,9) -2.52 ± jl.05 (12,13) 
Table 4.8: Second-Order coefficients {Ch) for the control mode 
Ka  \  P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 0.16(15,16) 0.75(17,18) 3.46(2,16) 
0.11(17,17) 0.37(16,16) 2.29(2,2) 
0.10(19,19) 0.35(17,17) 1.34(19,19) 
200 0.31(19,20) 0.94(2,3) 3.61(2,2) 
0.18(2,2) 0.84(17,18) 2.46(2,16) 
0.14(17,17) 0.55(2,2) 1.85(4,4) 
300 0.69(2,3) 2.85(3,4) 2.14(3,4) 
0.40(2,2) 1.26(5,5) 1.07(2,2) 
0.24(19,19) 1.08(3,3) 0.62(19,19) 
Table 4.9: Eigenvalues for the local mode under different stress and exciter gain 
constant 
Ka  \ P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 -1.46 ± j6.96 (17,18) -1.39 ± j7.05 (17,18) -1.38 ± j7.30 (19,20) 
200 -1.56 ± 7.00 (17,18) -1.49 ± j7.09 (17,18) -1.49 ± j7.33 (19,20) 
300 -1.67 ± j7.04 (17,18) -1.60 ± j7.12 (17,18) -1.60 ± j7.37 (19,20) 
Table 4.10; Second-Order coefficients (C^,) for the local mode 
Ka  \  P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 0.28(13,15) 0.31(13,16) 0.34(2,16) 
0.15(15,15) 0.18(16,16) 0.19(16,6) 
200 0.15(15,15) 0.18(16,16) 0.31(2,16) 
0.12(15,16) 0.11(2,16) 0.19(16,16) 
300 0.14(15,15) 0.17(16,16) 0.32(3,4) 
0.13(15,16) 0.13(3,4) 0.17(16,16) 
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From the data presented in Tables 4.6-4.10, the eiFect of changing operating 
conditions and control settings on each group of modes can be observed. A summary 
of these observations is as follows: 
• Effects of changing operating conditions 
1. The more stressed the system operating condition, the lower the frequency 
of the interarea mode (Table 4.5), and the higher the frequency of the local 
modes (Table 4.9). 
2. For both the interarea mode and the control modes, the second-order 
dynamic modal interaction coefficients Ch are increasing as the tie-line 
flow is increased (Table 4.6 and Table 4.8). 
3. For the local modes, the dynamic interaction coefficients Ch are not af­
fected much by the change in the tie-line flow (Table 4.10). 
• Effects of changing exciter gain constant Ka  
1. For the interarea mode, the dynamic interaction coefficients Ch decrease 
as Ka increases (Table 4.6). 
2. For the control modes, the dynamic interaction coefficients Ch increase as 
Ka increases except the case P-tie = 400MW, Ka = 300 (Table 4.8). 
3. For the local mode, the dynamic interaction coefficients Ch are not affected 
much by the change in Ka (Table 4.10). 
Examining the coefficients Ch for each case, we note that both the interarea 
mode and the local modes have nonlinear interaction with the control modes. This 
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indicates that the control modes are significantly involved in the nonlinear interaction 
among the fundamental modes of oscillation. 
4.2.3 Analysis of modal interaction using normal forms 
In this section we present the results on the second-order modal interaction 
obtained from the normal form transformation (4.4). These coefficients are compared 
with those obtained from the Taylor series expansion (4.2). We concentrate on the 
analysis of the interarea mode, control modes, and the local modes. At this point, we 
stress that second order coefficients are corrections to the linear picture, and hence 
first and second-order coefiicients have to be used together in order to obtain an 
understanding of the system behavior. 
The results obtained by the normal forms method for the three operating condi­
tions mentioned in Table 4.1 are summarized in Table 4.11 (for the interarea mode), 
Table 4.12 (for the control mode), and Table 4.13 (for the local mode). 
Two remarks regarding second-order modal interaction can be made as follows: 
• Comparison between different second-order interaction coefficients 
The relative size of the Taylor expansion coefiicients Ch from (4.2) and the nor­
mal form transformation coefficients /i2;^j from (4.4) is quite consistent through­
out all the cases. Both sets indicate that the potential for the interaction 
between modes increases as the system becomes more stressed with heavier 
loading. 
The normal form coefficients shows a clear picture of the relevant interaction: 
the interarea mode interacts primarily with control modes (modes 2-5), and this 
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interaction becomes more pronounced as loading increases and as the exciter 
gain increases. 
This picture is less clear, when considering the Taylor series expansion coeffi­
cients which indicate the potential for dynamic interaction of the interarea 
mode with mainly the real eigenvalues of the system (modes 15,16), or with 
the control modes. But the physical meaning of the real modes is difficult to 
explain in the sense of fundamental modes of oscillation. 
• Importance of the interarea mode-control mode interaction In general, 
control modes have the largest second-order interaction coefficients with respect 
to equations (4.2) and (4.4). Their main interaction is with other control modes, 
and local modes of the system. Since the frequency of the control modes is of the 
order of 1 rad/sec, their importanance can be explained by looking at equation 
(4.4): if Xj is a control mode, then Xk + Xi — Xj is small, if Xk and A/ are also 
control modes. Thus, different exciters with high Ch tend to interact strongly. 
A similar, but weaker effect exists between the control modes and different local 
modes. 
Now, if Xj is an interarea mode (w 2 rad/sec), and and A/ are control modes 
then Ajt -f- A/ — Xj is very small, indicating near second-order resonance in the 
system. Therefore, the second-order interaction between interarea modes and 
control modes can be substantial, and control modes can contribute to the 
overall size of an interarea mode. 
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Table 4.11: Second-Order coefficients (/i2y) for the interaxea mode 
Ka  \  P-fcie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 0.04(4,12)" 0.12(3,12) 0.17(5,11) 
0.034(12,12) 0.057(12,12) 0.16(11,12) 
0.14(3,11) 
200 0.059(2,4) 0.127(2,2) 0.35(2,3) 
0.057(12,13) 0.120(2,3) 0.33(4,5) 
0.042(4,4) 0.33(2,2) 
300 0.064(2,3) 0.18(3,4) 0.31(3,3) 
0.063(2,2) 0.14(3,3) 0.30(5,5) 
0.044(4,4) 0.12(5,5) 0.29(3,4) 
"Numbers in () indicate modes k  and I  that interact with mode j ,  low numbers 
from 2 to 5 are exciter modes 
Table 4.12: Second-Order coefficients {h2li) control mode 
Ka  \ P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
100 1.40(3,5) 3.65(3,3) 8.71(3,3) 
1.13(3,3) 2.65(5,5) 8.15(5,5) 
1.09(5,5) 0.79(3,5) 1.92(2,3) 
200 0.83(3,5) 1.59(5,5) 4.92(3,3) 
0.61(3,3) 1.46(3,3) 3.31(5,5) 
0.37(5,5) 1.19(3,5) 1.97(19,20) 
300 0.64(2,3) 2.46(3,4) 1.75(3,4) 
0.49(2,2) 1.29(5,5) 1.02(4,4) 
0.29(4,4) 1.05(3,3) 0.99(6,6) 
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Table 4.13: Second-Order coefficients for the local mode 
Ka  \ P-tie 200MW 300MW 400MW 
200 
300 
100 0.068(14,17) 
0.015(11,11) 
0.012(15,15) 
0.06(4,17) 
0.014(12,12) 
0.066(5,17) 
0.014(10,10) 
0.011(15,15) 
0.066(3,17) 
0.014(16,16) 
0.08(2,17) 
0.014(16,16) 
0.07(3,17) 
0.017(16,16) 
0.14(3,19) 
0.021(2,2) 
0.10(2,19) 
0.026(2,2) 
0.05(4,19) 
0.026(3,3) 
4.2.4 Effect of the PSS 
Effect of the PSS on modal interaction for three groups of modes has also been 
studied using the following six configurations: 
1. No PSS 
2. PSS at generator 1 
3. PSS at generator 2 
4. PSS at generator 3 
5. PSS at generator 4 
6. PSS's at all four generators 
The parameters used for the PSS are: Ks = 15, Tj = 0.047 sec, T2 = 0.021 sec, 
T3 = 3.0 sec, Ta = 5.4 sec, = 10.0 sec. The results shown in Tables 4.14-4.20 
are based on the case of tie-line flow P-tie = 400MW and each generator having an 
exciter with Ka = 200, Tr = O.Olsec. 
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Table 4.14 shows the eigenvalues and the second-order modal interaction coeffi­
cients (k2li) for the interarea mode. Tables 4.15-4.18 are for the four exciter modes, 
and Tables 4.19-4.20 are for the two local modes. In these Tables, the entries (h2li) 
in the fourth column describe how modes interact. For example, in the second row 
of Table 4.14, 0.35 (2,3:exl) shows that modes 2 and 3 (:exl means dominated by 
the state of exciterl) interact with the interarea mode (eigenvalues 11(12)) and the 
magnitude of the interaction is 0.35. 
Table 4.14: Eigenvalues and second-order coefficients(/i2;fc,) for the interarea mode 
Configuration Mode j  Eigenvalue h2i, 
1 11,12 -0.54 ± j2.23 0.35(2,3:exl) 
0.33(4,5:ex3) 
2 22,23 -0.48 ± j2.27 0.74(ll,22:pss) 
0.45(13,14:exl) 
3 20,21 -0.45 ± j2.31 2.02(ll,20:pss) 
0.59(13,15:exl,ex3) 
4 23,24 -0.71 ± j2.37 0.87(1 l,23:pss) 
0.50(15,16:ex3) 
5 23,24 -0.80 ± j2.46 2.74(11,23:pss) 
0.78(13,15:exl,ex3) 
6 19,20 -0.74 ± j2.59 7.83(4,19:pssl) 
6.78(5,19:pssl) 
5.29(7,19:pssl) 
4.41(6,19:pssl) 
3.42(3,8:pss3) 
From the results presented in Tables 4.14-4.20, the following observations can be 
made. 
1. The interarea mode 
(a) Damping of the interarea mode is decreased when the PSS is installed at 
the generator 1 or generator 2. If the PSS is installed at generator 3 or 
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Table 4.15: Eigenvalues and second-order coefficients(A2jj) for the exciter mode 1 
which is dominated by the state of exciter at generator 1 
Configuration Mode j Eigenvalue h2li 
1 2,3 -0.39 ± jO.54 0.03(2,3:exl) 
2 13,14 -0.41 ± j0.51 1.85(11,13:pss,exl) 
3 13,14 -0.38 ± jO.55 1.42(11,13:pss,exl) 
4 13,14 -0.39 ± jO.54 0.11(11,15:pss,ex3) 
5 13,14 -0.38 ± jO.54 0.38(11,15:pss,ex3) 
6 10,11 -0.40 ± jO.52 0.63(4,10:pssl) 
Table 4.16: Eigenvalues and second-order coefficients(fe2^,) for the exciter mode 2 
which is dominated by the state of exciter at generator 2 
Configuration Mode j Eigenvalue h2]gi 
1 9,10 -1.76 ± jO.89 5.43(2,3:exl) 
2.48(4,5:6x3) 
1.79(17,18:locall) 
1.17(8,11 :ex4,interarea) 
2 20,21 -1.76 ± jl.42 3.33(1 l,20:pss) 
2.05(13,14:exl) 
1.95(13,15:exl,ex3) 
3 22,23 -1.77 ± jl.64 6.71(ll,22:pss) 
1.44(12,22:pss) 
1.38(13,15:exl,ex3) 
4 20,21 -1.90 ± j0.61 7.79(13,14:exl) 
2.92(28,29:Iocall) 
2.84(15,16:ex3) 
2.57(11,20:pss) 
1.62(23,24:interarea) 
5 21,22 -2.29 ± jO.59 5.25(11,21:pss) 
3.35(28,29:locall) 
6 17,18 -1.36 ± jl.72 8.02(4,7:pssl) 
6.48(3,8:pss3) 
6.48(5,6:pssl) 
4.76(6,10:pssl,exl) 
4.05(4,17:pssl) 
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Table 4.17: Eigenvalues and second-order coefficients(A2fc,) for the exciter mode 3 
which is dominated by the state of exciter at generator 3 
Configuration Mode j Eigenvalue h2li 
1 4,5 -0.41 ± jO.55 0.04(4,5:ex3) 
2 15,16 -0.41 ± jO.55 0.18(11,13:pss,exl) 
3 15,16 -0.41 ± jO.55 0.48(11,13:pss,exl) 
4 15,16 -0.43 ± jO.52 2.44(11,15:pss,ex3) 
5 15,16 -0.40 ± jO.55 0.68(11,15:pss,ex3) 
6 12,13 -0.42 ± jO.52 0.97(5,12:pssl) 
Table 4.18; Eigenvalues and second-order coefRcients(/i2fc,) for the exciter mode 4 
which is dominated by the state of exciter at generator 4 
Configuration Mode j Eigenvalue h2{i 
1 7,8 -1.12 ± jl.Ol 4.24(4,4:ex3) 
3.54(2,2:exl) 
2 18,19 -1.02 ± jO.76 2.02(13,13:exl) 
1.71(13,15:exl,ex3) 
3 18,19 -0.90 ± jO.74 3.40(11,18:pss) 
2.36(13,15:exl,ex3) 
4 18,19 -0.86 ± jl.20 5.42(13,15:exl,ex3) 
3.68(11,18:pss) 
5 18,19 -0.70 ± jl.29 7.26(13,15:exl,ex3) 
5.45(11,18:pss) 
6 15,16 -0.99 ± jO.88 6.46(3,8:pss3) 
3.93(4,10:pssl,exl) 
Table 4.19: Eigenvalues and second-order coefficients(/i2;fc;) for the local mode 1 
which is dominated by the state of at generators at area 1 
Configurati( on Mode j Eigenvalue h2li 
1 17,18 -1.58 ± j7.28 0.29(2,17:exl) 
2 30,31 -1.58 ± j7.38 0.57(ll,30:pss) 
3 28,29 -1.57 ± j7.35 0.29(13,28:exl) 
4 28,29 -1.58 ± j7.28 0.31(13,28:exl) 
5 28,29 -1.58 ± j7.28 0.13(13,28:exl) 
6 25,26 -1.57 ± j7.45 5.88(5,25:pssl) 
3.69(6,25:pssl) 
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Table 4.20: Eigenvalues and second-order coefficients(fe2fcj) for the local mode 2 
which is dominated by the state of at generators at area 2 
Configuration Mode j Eigenvalue h2ii 
1 19,20 -1.68 ± j7.35 0.32(4,19:ex3) 
2 28,29 -1.68 ± j7.35 0.37(11,30:pss) 
3 30,31 -1.68 ± j7.35 0.30(15,30:ex3) 
4 30,31 -1.68 H- 0.51(ll,30:pss) 
5 30,31 -1.67 ± j7.44 0.33(15,30:ex3) 
6 27,28 -1.67 db j7.53 5.17(3,27:pss3) 
3.86(5,27:pssl) 
3.39(8,27:pss3) 
generator 4, the damping of the interarea mode is increased. 
(b) A greater value of the interaction coefficient h2li is observed for the in­
terarea mode when the PSS is installed at the generator 2 or generator 
4. Both generators are located in the inner part of the system and near 
the boundary of two areas. This indicates that a PSS installed near the 
boundary of an area is more active in the interaction between the interarea 
mode and other modes than installed at away from the boundary. 
(c) With all four generators equipped with PSS's, very large values of h2{i are 
observed for the interarea mode, indicating greater potential for nonlinear 
interaction with other modes. 
2. The exciter modes 
(a) Without PSS, the ^2;^, coefficients for the exciter modes in the inner part 
of the system (generators 2 and 4) are stronger than that for the outer 
part of the system (generators 1 and 3). 
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(b) The h2li coefficients for each exciter mode become larger when the PSS is 
installed at the corresponding generator. 
(c) When all four generators are equipped with PSS's, the h2li coefficients are 
larger than that of the case when all the generators are without PSS's. 
3. The local modes 
(a) The h2li coefficients for the local modes are not affected much when only 
one PSS is installed. 
(b) With four PSS's installed, the h2li coefficients for the local modes increase. 
In general, if all generators are equipped with PSS's, the h2j.i coefficients for 
the three groups of modes are increased significantly. This might imply that the 
installation of PSS at all generators will make the potential for nonlinear modal 
interaction in the system become stronger. If only one PSS is installed at a time, the 
modal interaction for the interarea mode and the exciter modes depends upon where 
the PSS is installed. 
4.3 Results for The IEEE 50-generator Test System 
4.3.1 Description of the IEEE 50-generator test system 
The IEEE 50-generator test system demonstrates a wide range of dynamic char­
acteristics at different loading levels at Station-A. For the base loading level given in 
the network data, a three-phase fault results in a simple plant mode of instability, 
where the plant close to the disturbance loses synchronism with the rest of the sys­
tem. Shifting the generation at two generators and subjecting to the system to an 
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identical disturbance as in the plant mode case, results in an interarea mode of sep­
aration where a large area sepajates from the rest of the system. A one line diagram 
of the area of interest is shown in Figure 4.2. 
There are six machines represented by the two-axis model and equipped with 
Type AC-4 exciters [13]. Other 44 generators are represented by the classical model. 
The Type AC-4 exciter data for these six generators are given in Table 4.21. Table 
4.22 provides the machine data for the 50-generator system on a 100 MVA base. The 
six generators with the two-axis representation are placed at the top of the table. 
For the IEEE 50-generator system the nonlinear modal interaction behavior is 
analyzed for various operating conditions: a base unstressed case and four stressed 
cases. The base case power flow is characterized by setting the generation at gen­
erators 9 and 25 (at Station-A) to be 700MW, and the stressed cases power flow 
is characterized by increasing the generation at generators 9 and 25 to 900MW, 
llOOMW, 1300MW, and 1500MW. 
The nonlinear modal interaction coefficients in Taylor series expansion and in 
normal forms transformation are obtained for each case. 
Table 4.21: 50-generator system exciter data 
Bus Number KA TA{S)  TB{S)  Tcjs)  Eppmaxipn) EpDminip^)  
93 120.0 0.020 10.0 1.0 8.89 -2.0 
104 200.0 0.015 10.0 1.0 8.86 -7.0 
105 50.0 0.020 10.0 1.0 7.38 0.0 
106 50.0 0.020 10.0 1.0 7.38 0.0 
110 120.0 0.020 10.0 1.0 8.89 -2.0 
111 200.0 0.015 10.0 1.0 8.86 -7.0 
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93 
Station-A 
O' 
Figure 4.2: 50-generator system - Area of interest 
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Table 4.22: 50-generator system machine data 
Bus 
Number H(s) a;;t(pu) 
Generator Parameters'* 
<(P") a;d(pu) a;,(pu) 
93 115.0366 0.024 
104 73.8528 0.0122 
105 84.3915 0.0208 
106 56.2610 0.03118 
110 115.05 0.024 
111 73.8528 0.0122 
60 1.41 0.4769 
67 52.1796 0.0213 
79 6.65 0.1292 
80 1.2857 0.6648 
82 2.115 0.5291 
89 20.5602 0.0585 
90 0.7628 1.600 
91 1.6848 0.3718 
94 17.3424 0.0839 
95 5.4662 0.1619 
96 2.1216 0.4824 
97 5.4912 0.2125 
98 13.96 0.0795 
99 17.108 0.1146 
100 7.56 0.1386 
101 12.2844 0.0924 
102 78.4366 0.0135 
103 8.16 0.1063 
108 30.432 0.0248 
109 2.6622 0.2029 
112 12.2844 0.0924 
115 97.33 0.0024 
116 105.50 0.0022 
117 102.16 0.0017 
118 162.74 0.0014 
119 348.22 0.0002 
"On lOOMVA Base 
0.03655 0.09842 0.09673 8.50 1.24 
0.0144 0.1016 0.0982 10.00 1.50 
0.03149 0.1144 0.1092 6.61 1.50 
0.0472 0.17165 0.16377 6.61 1.50 
0.03655 0.09842 0.09673 8.50 1.24 
0.0144 0.1016 0.0982 10.00 1.50 
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Table 4.22 (Continued) 
121 116.54 0.0017 
122 39.24 0.0089 
124 116.86 0.0017 
128 503.87 0.0001 
130 230.90 0.0010 
131 1101.72 0.0001 
132 120.35 0.0016 
134 802.12 0.0003 
135 232.63 0.0008 
136 2018.17 0.0001 
137 496.32 0.0004 
139 2210.20 0.0001 
140 899.19 0.0003 
141 1474.22 0.0001 
142 950.80 0.0003 
143 204.30 0.0023 
144 443.22 0.0004 
145 518.08 0.0018 
4.3.2 Base case results 
There are 130 eigenvalues in the system as shown in Table 4.23. Since the 
interarea mode is of interest, we first examine those low frequency modes in the 
range of 0.2Hz-0.8Hz (« 2-5rad/sec). They are modes number 19, 23, 26, 29, 31, 
33, and 35. From the results for the four-generator system we know that interarea 
mode tends to interact strongly with control modes. Thus, we also pay attention 
to the excitation control modes, which are modes number 5, 9, 11, and 16. The 
corresponding eigenvalues, dominant states, and second-order interaction coefficients 
for these low frequency modes and exciter modes for the base case operating condition 
are given in Table 4.24. 
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Table 4.23: Eigenvalues for 2x700MW case (r/s) 
si Eigenvalue Mode j Eigenvalue Mode j Eigenvalue 
1 0.00 51 -0.55 -F 7.32j 101 -0.02 -t- 11.83j 
2 -0.01 52 -0.55 - 7.32j 102 -0.02 - 11.83j 
3 -0.20 -1- 0.40j 53 -0.16 -h 7.49j 103 -0.02 4- 12.36j 
4 -0.20 - 0.40j 54 -0.16 - 7.49j 104 -0.02 - 12.36j 
5 -0.33 + 0.42j 55 -0.00 -t- 7.82j 105 -0.30 -h 12.94j 
6 -0.33 - 0.42j 56 -0.00 - 7.82j 106 -0.30 - 12.94j 
7 -0.22 0.52j 57 -0.10 + 8.04j 107 -0.01 -t- 13.46j 
8 -0.22 - 0.52j 58 -0.10 - 8.04j 108 -0.01 - 13.46j 
9 -0.37 -t- 0.59j 59 -0.04 -f 8.07j 109 -0.44 -f 14.30j 
10 -0.37 - 0.59j 60 -0.04 - 8.07j 110 -0.44 - 14.30j 
11 -0.46 -f 0.63j 61 -0.35 -f 8.16j 111 -0.50 4- 14.38j 
12 -0.46 - 0.63j 62 -0.35 - 8.16j 112 -0.50 - 14.38j 
13 -0.69 4- 0.90j 63 -0.01 -1- 8.28j 113 -0.01 -)- 15.24j 
14 -0.69 - 0.90j 64 -0.01 - 8.28j 114 -0.01 - 15.24j 
15 -1.24 65 -0.06 -)- 8.37j 115 -0.01 -f 15.88j 
16 -1.34 66 -0.06 - 8.37j 116 -0.01 - 15.88j 
17 -1.78 -1- 0.08j 67 -0.13 -h 8.41j 117 -0.52 -f 18.18j 
18 -1.78 - 0.08j 68 -0.13 - 8.41j 118 -0.52 - lS.18j 
19 -0.00 + 1.92j 69 -0.01 + 8.69j 119 -0.01 - 19.05j 
20 -0.00 - 1.92j 70 -0.01 - 8.69j 120 -0.01 - 19.05j 
21 -1.95 0.14j 71 -0.05 + 9.12j 121 -48.58 
22 -1.95 - 0.14j 72 -0.05 - 9.12j 122 -49.28 
23 -0.00 -t- 2.10j 73 -0.08 -t- 9.29j 123 -64.14 
24 -0.00 - 2.10j 74 -0.08 - 9.29j 124 -65.00 
25 -2.29 75 -0.01 -h 9.67j 125 -100.00 
26 -0.01 -F 2.88j 76 -0.01 - 9.67j 126 -100.01 
27 -0.01 - 2.88j 77 -0.02 -t- 10.04j 127 -100.36 
28 -2.91 78 -0.02 - 10.04j 128 -100.68 
29 -0.01 -1- 3.09j 79 -0.91 -h lo.oej 129 -101.09 
30 -0.01 - 3.09j 80 -0.91 - 10.06j 130 -101.65 
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Table 4.23 (Continued) 
31 -0.00 -f 3.71j 81 -0.35 -t- 10.45j 
32 -0.00 - 3.71j 82 -0.35 - 10.45j 
33 -0.00 -i- 4.01j 83 -0.26 -H 10.53j 
34 -0.00 - 4.01j 84 -0.26 - 10.53j 
35 -0.00 -1- 4.82j 85 -0.22 -h 10.55j 
36 -0.00 - 4.82j 86 -0.22 - 10.55j 
37 -0.08 -h 5.12j 87 -0.28 -H 10.59j 
38 -0.08 - 5.12j 88 -0.28 - 10.59j 
39 -0.02 -h 5.28j 89 -0.01 + 10.62j 
40 -0.02 - 5.28j 90 -0.01 - 10.62j 
41 -0.23 + 6.30j 91 -0.13 -1- 10.67j 
42 -0.23 - 6.30j 92 -0.13 - 10.67j 
43 -0.04 + 6.73j 93 -0.09 + 10.95j 
44 -0.04 - 6.73j 94 -0.09 - 10.95j 
45 -0.01 -h 7.15j 95 -0.09 -h 10.96j 
46 -0.01 - 7.15j 96 -0.09 - 10.96j 
47 -0.04 -t- 7.18j 97 -0.01 -t- 11.39j 
48 -0.04 - 7.18j 98 -0.01 - 11.39j 
49 -0.01 -f 7.32j 99 -0.06 -F 11.71j 
50 -0.01 - 7.32j 100 -0.06 - 11.71j 
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Table 4.24: Dominant modes and second-order coefficients for 2x700MW case 
mode j dominant st. A.,- ^kl h2ii 
19,20 x55,105=gl37 -0.00-l-jl.92 8.98(10,127) 7.5659(5,9) 
8.64(5,9) 5.0272(11,9) 
3.15(16,16) 1.313(11,11) 
23,24 x55,105=gl37 -0.00-l-j2.10 15.05(10,127) 11.18(5,9) 
x56,106=gl40 14.49(5,9) 7.54(11,9) 
x62,112=gl39 6.10(16,16) 1.99(11,11) 
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26,27 x56,106=gl40 -0.01-|-j2.88 5.65(10,127) 2.729(5,9) 
5.46(5,9) 2.261(2,26) 
5.64(10,122) 0.828(16,16) 
3.26(16,16) 
29,30 x48,98=gl28 -0.01-l-j3.09 6.63(9,127) 2.927(5,9) 
x54,104=gl36 6.40(5,9) 2.136(2,29) 
x50,100=gl31 6.62(9,122) 1.990(9,11) 
31,32 x48,98=gl28 -0.00-fj3.71 1.22(16,16) 0.266(16,16) 
x54,104=gl36 0.56(15,127) 0.171(5,15) 
x52,102=gl34 0.51(5,15) 0.122(6,15) 
33,34 x62,112=gl39 -0.00-t-j4.01 0.66(16,16) 7.745(19,23) 
x56,106=gl40 0.26(9,127) 0.323(19,19) 
x48,98=gl28 0.25(5,9) 
5,6 xl,125=g93 -0.334-j0.42 15.8(2,127) 37.6(6,7) 
(exciter) 15.2(5,10) 4.298(5,5) 
7,8 x3,127=gl05 -0.22-Fj0.52 7.86(9.127) 106.51(2,7) 
(exciter) 7.55(5,9) 23.16(2,5) 
4.70(11,9) 12.87(6,9) 
9,10 x6,130=glll -0.37-hj0.59 2.29(10,127) 12.386(2,9) 
(exciter) x2,124=gl04 2.21(6,10) 7.093(11,2) 
6.817(5,2) 
11,12 x5,129=gll0 -0.46-l-j0.63 26.28(9,127) 616.5(2,11) 
(exciter) 26.27(122,9) 57.16(5,9) 
25.36(5,9) 49.06(6,10) 
* 16 x7=g93 -1.34-fjO.OO 2.46(2,127) 60.77(2,16) 
(real) 2.38(7,127) 3.23(13,14) 
2.37(2,5) 
127 xll9=g93 -100.36-fjQ.0 24.49(2,127) 62.2(2,128) 
(exciter) xl23=gll0 23.5(5,2) 35.8(7,127) 
20.2(7,127) 
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Examining the data in Table 4.24, the following observations can be made: 
• As expected, the second-order interaction coeflScients are very high for the 
exciter modes, and tend to be substantial for most of the other low frequency 
modes. 
• There are 6 exciter modes, four of which are dominated by the exciters at 
Station-A (modes 5, 11, 16, 127), while mode 7 is dominated by the exciter at 
bus no. 105, and mode 9 is dominated by the exciters at Station-B. 
• All the low frequency modes tend to have low damping (i.e., the real part of 
the eigenvalue is close to zero). 
• Mode 23 is the possible interarea mode because it has largest second-order inter­
action coefficients, interacts with exciter modes 5, 9, and 11, and is dominated 
by the states from several machines. 
•  Near resonance conditions exist between low frequency modes 19, 23, and 33. 
i.e., Aig -t- A23 « A33. This results in large normal form second-order coefficient 
{h2{i) for mode 33. 
4.3.3 Stressed case results 
For the stressed case operating conditions (2x900MW, 2xll00MW, 2xl300MW, 
and 2xl500MW generation at Station-A), the comparison of modal interaction is 
made for the low frequency modes and exciter modes. The results for low frequency 
modes 19, 23, 26, and 33 are given in Tables 4.26-4.29, respectively. The results for 
exciter modes 5, 7, 9, and 11 are shown in Tables 4.30-4.33, respectively. 
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The following observations are made from Tables 4.26-4.33: 
• Stressed operating conditions make low frequency modes become unstable. As 
shown in Table 4.25, mode 23 becomes unstable for 2x900MW case, then start­
ing with 2xll00MW case mode 19 (mode 17 in 2xl500MW Ccise) and mode 
26 also becomes unstable. 
Table 4.25: Unstable modes for stressed Ceises 
2X700MW 2X900MW 2xll00MW 2xl300MW 2xl500MW 
None 0.0028-t-2.08j(23) 0.008-t-1.89j(19) 0.035-t-1.86j(19) 0.099+jl.79j(17) 
0.0133-f2.03j(23) 0.016-l-1.99j(23) 0.095-hl.96j(23) 
0.0062+2.79j(26) 0.015-|-j2.72(26) 0.023-t-2.65j(26) 
• Mode 23 is an interarea mode having large interaction coefficients for 2x 700MW 
case. It is poorly damped and becomes unstable faster than other modes when 
the system became stressed by increasing the generation at Station-A. 
• The second-order coefficients {h2li) for mode 19 are increasing as the genera­
tion at Station-A increases from 2x700MW to 2xl500MW. Meanwhile, there 
are more and more generators involved in it. Mode 19 seems to become the 
dominant interarea mode instead of mode 23 for the base case. 
• Near resonance conditions still exist between modes 19, 23, and 33 for the 
stressed cases. 
• Low frequency modes (19, 23, 26, etc) interact with exciter modes (5, 9, 11). 
The interaction increases as the system stress increases. 
• Strong interactions exist between exciter modes 5, 9, 7, and 11. Mode 5 is 
dominated by the states of exciters of generators at bus nos. 93 and 110 (at 
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Station-A), mode 7 is dominated by the states of exciters of generators at bus 
nos. 105 and 106, mode 9 is dominated by the states of exciters at bus nos. 93 
and 104 (Station-B), and mode 11 is dominated by the states of exciters at bus 
nos. 110, 93 , and 104 (Station-A and Station-B). 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we identify the interaction between the interarea modes, local 
modes, and control modes by both the second-order terms of Taylor series expansion 
and normal form transformation coefficients. Results are obtained and presented for 
two test systems: the four-generator test system and the IEEE 50-generator test 
system. Results show that the potential for nonlinear interaction between exciter 
modes and low frequency modes is great and that this interaction increases as the 
system stress increases. The PSS's effect on the modal interaction is also evaluated 
for different configurations of the four-generator test system as shown in Section 4.2.4. 
Results show that the site of PSS significantly influences the modal interaction. 
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Table 4.26: Modal interaction for mode 19 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. ai ^ki  h2ii 
2X700MW x55,105=gl37 -O.OO+jl.92 8.98(10,127) 7.5659(5,9) 
8.64(5,9) 5.0272(11,9) 
3.15(16,16) 1.313(11,11) 
2X900MW x55,105=gl37 -0.02+jl.91 12.52(10,127) 10.59(5,9) 
12.12(6,10) 6.68(11,9) 
12.04(5,9) 1.18(9,9) 
2X1100MW x55,105=gl37 +0.008+jl.89 17.03(10,127) 14.44(5,9) 
10.01(10,122) 9.19(9,11) 
16.29(5,10) 2.37(11,11) 
2X1300MW x55,105=gl37 +0.35+jl.86 25,27(10,127) 21.67(5,9) 
x56,106=gl40 25.23(10,122) 15.59(2,19) 
x62,112=gl39 23.93(5,10) 13.39(9,11) 
2X1500MW x62,112=gl39 +0.099+jl.79 29.51(10,127) 43.42(2,17) 
xl7,67 =gllO 29.44(10,122) 25.83(5,9) 
xl3,63=g93 27.99(5,10) 15.10(9,11) 
Table 4.27: Modal interaction for mode 23 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. Cii h2ii 
2X700MW x55,105=gl37 -0.002+j2.10 15.05(10,127) 11.18(5,9) 
x56,106=gl40 14.49(5,9) 7.54(11,9) 
x62,112=gl39 6.10(16,16) 1.99(11,11) 
2X900MW x55,105=gl37 +0.003+j2.08 18.22(10,127) 13.69(5,9) 
x56,106=gl40 17.65(5,9) 8.73(11,9) 
x62,112=gl39 10.45(10,12) 8.43(6,9) 
2X1100MW x55,105=gl37 +0.013+j2.03 18.07(10,127) 13.88(5,9) 
x56,106=gl40 18.05(10,122) 8.95(11,9) 
x54,104=gl36 17.29(5,10) 8.78(6,9) 
2X1300MW x55,105=gl37 +0.016+jl.99 17.38(10,127) 13.74(5,9) 
17.35(10,122) 8.67(11,9) 
16.49(6,10) 8.52(6,9) 
2X1500MW x55,105=gl37 +0.095+jl.96 11.53(10,127) 9.38(5,9) 
10.50(10,122) 5.76(11,9) 
10.94(5,10) 5.46(2,23) 
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Table 4.28: Modal interaction for mode 26 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. ai Cil h2li 
2x700MW x56,106=gl40 -0.01-t-j2.88 5.65(10,127) 2.73(5,9) 
5.46(5,9) 2.26(2,26) 
5.64(10,122) 0.83(16,16) 
2x900MW x56,106=gl40 -0.003+j2.85 7.52(10,127) 3.65(5,9) 
7.51(10,122) 2.33(11,9) 
7.26(5,9) 0.58(16,16) 
2X1100MW x55,105=gl37 +0.006+j2.79 7.66(10,127) 3.79(5,9) 
x56,106=gl40 7.65(10,122) 2.48(11,9) 
x54,104=gl36 7.33(5,10) 0.65(11,11) 
2X1300MW x55,105=gl37 +0.015+j2.72 7.25(10,127) 5.14(2,26) 
7.24(10,122) 3.70(5,9) 
6.87(5,10) 2.38(9,11) 
2X1500MW x55,105=gl37 +0.023+j2.65 6.21(10,127) 8.65(2,26) 
6.20(10,22) 3.30(5,9) 
5.90(5,10) 2.09(9,11) 
Table 4.29: Modal interaction for mode 33 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. Cil h2ii 
2X700MW x62,112=gl39 -0.00+j4.01 0.66(16,16) 7.75(19,23) 
x56,106=gl40 0.26(9,127) 
x48,98=gl28 0.25(5,9) 
2X900MW x62,112=gl39 -0.00+j4.01 0.36(16,16) 2.69(19,23) 
x56,106=gl40 0.29(9,127) 
x48,98=gl28 0.28(5,9) 
2X1100MW x62,112=gl39 -0.001+j4.01 0.27(16,16) 0.59(19,23) 
x56,106=gl40 0.224(10,127) 
x48,98=gl28 0.23(5,10) 
2X1300MW x62,112=gl39 -0.001+j4.01 0.27(10,127) 1.06(23,23) 
x56,106=gl40 0.22(5,10) 0.41(19,13) 
x48,98=gl28 0.17(16,16) 
2X1500MW x62,112=gl39 -0.0007+j4.009 0.22(10,127) 0.71(23,23) 
x56,106=gl40 0.21(5,10) 0.41(19,13) 
x48,98=gl28 0.10(16,16) 
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Table 4.30: Modal interaction for mode 5 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. ai ^ki h2it 
2x700MW xl,125=g93 -0.33+j0.42 15.8(2,127) 2593.3(2,5) 
15.2(5,10) 37.6(6,7) 
2X900MW xl,125=g93 -0.33+j0.42 15.8(7,127) 2318.7(2,5) 
15.3(5,7) 39.9(6,7) 
2X1100MW xl,125=g93 -0.27+j0.40 14.39(7,127) 2069.4(2,5) 
x5,129=gll0 13.60(5,7) 37.1(6,7) 
2xl300MW xl,125=g93 -0.266+j0.41 14.09(7,127) 1841.3(2,5) 
x5,129=gll0 13.60(5,7) 35.5(6,7) 
2X1500MW xl,125=g93 -0.263+j0.42 13.90(7,127) 1637.5(2,5) 
x5,129=gll0 13.9(7,122) 33.7(6,7) 
13.40(5,7) 24.4(6,9) 
Table 4.31: Modal interaction for mode 7 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. ai ^li h2li 
2X700MW x3,127=gl05 -0.22+j0.52 7.86(9,127) 106.51(2,7) 
7.55(5,9) 23.16(2,5) 
4.70(11,9) 12.87(6,9) 
2x900MW x3,127=gl05 -0.23+j0.53 7.34(9,127) 73.17(2,7) 
x4,128=gl06 7.07(5,9) 17.93(2,5) 
4.14(11,9) 12.26(6,9) 
2X1100MW x3,127=gl05 -0.23+j0.52 4.56(9,127) 60.23(2,7) 
x4,128=gl06 4.55(9,122) 16.95(2,5) 
4.37(5,9) 8.24(6,9) 
2X1300MW x3,127=gl05 -0.23+j0.52 2.98(9,127) 44.06(2,7) 
x4,128=gl06 2.98(9,122) 14.76(2,5) 
2.83(5,9) 5.36(6,9) 
2X1500MW x3,127=gl05 -0.23+j0.52 1.75(9,127) 35.59(2,7) 
x4,128=gl06 1.69(9,122) 14.74(2,5) 
3.50(2,11) 
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Table 4.32: Modal interaction for mode 9 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. a; ch h2{i 
2X700MW x6,130=g93 -0.37+j0.59 2.29(9,127) 12.39(2,9) 
x2,124=gl04 2.21(6,10) 7.09(2,11) 
6.82(2,5) 
2x900MW x6,130=g93 -0.34+j0.55 3.80(10,127) 28.00(2,9) 
x2,124=gl04 3.667(6,10) 11.89(2,5) 
6.66(2,11) 
2X1100MW x6,130=g93 -0.37+j0.59 4.06(10,127) 11.70(2,9) 
x2,124=gl04 4.05(10,122) 7.86(6.9) 
3.88(5,10) 
2X1300MW x6,130=g93 -0.37+j0.59 3.90(10,127) 7.49(6,9) 
x2,124=gl04 3.89(10,122) 7.00(2.9) 
3.69(5,10) 
2X1500MW x6,130=g93 -0.38+j0.60 3.60(10,127) 6.81(6,9) 
x2,124=gl04 3.59(10,122) 4.01(2.9) 
3.42(5,10) 
Table 4.33: Modal interaction for mode 11 at different stressed conditions 
Case dominant st. ai ^ii h2i, 
2X700MW x5,129=gll0 -0.46+j0.63 26.28(9,127) 616.5(2,11) 
26.27(9,122) 57.16(5,9) 
25.36(5,9) 49.06(6,10) 
2X900MW x5,129=gll0 -0.45+j0.64 28.28(9,127) 409.05(2,11) 
28.25(9,122) 72.50(5,9) 
27.35(5,9) 49.69(6,10) 
2X1100MW x5,129=gll0 -0.44+j0.64 22.21(9,127) 282.31(2,11) 
xl,125=g93 22.18(9,122) 51.47(5,9) 
x2,126=gl04 21.23(5,9) 16.35(9,12) 
2X1300MW x5,129=gll0 -0.44+j0.66 19.33(9,127) 186.79(2,11) 
xl,125=g93 19.30(9,122) 45.83(5,9) 
x2,126=gl04 18.31(5,9) 13.57(9,12) 
2X1500MW x5,129=gll0 -0.45+j0.68 16.47(9,127) 122.27(2,11) 
xl,125=g93 16.43(9,122) 39.67(5,9) 
x2,126=gl04 15.64(5,10) 10.06(9,12) 
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CHAPTER 5. NONLINEAR MODAL INTERACTION AND 
CONTROL PERFORMANCE 
5.1 Nonlinear Modal Interaction and System Response 
As can be seen from (3.34), the size of the h2-terms together with the initial 
condition Zo quantify the influence of the second-order nonlinear terms on the Jordan 
form variables i.e., they give an explicit nonlinear "correction" to the linear part 
of the solution. A similar statement holds for the variables representing the machine 
and controller states in (3.35). Equations (3.34) and (3.35) are repeated here for 
convenience. 
Vji^) = 2,0 + 2] E (5.1) 
fc=i /=i 
'lit) = E + x; CvE E (5.2) 
3=1 j=l k=l 1=1 
The first term on the right-hand-side of equation (5.2) is the usual superposition 
of the modal contributions to the solution of the linear part of (3.23). The second 
term is the second-order nonlinear correction term, which quantifies the influence of 
the interaction of all modal pairs (k, I) on all modes j, where the size of the functional 
dependence is given by fe2^,. All these second-order corrections are then weighted 
with Uij and summed up to give their quantitative influence on the solution for state 
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i. Note that by (3.30) and (3.32) the coefficients axe not symmetric in their 
indices, i.e., in general, /i2y ^ ^2;^.. 
5.2 Nonlinear Modal Interaction Identification Procedure 
1. For a given disturbance, the conditions Xd at the end of the disturbance are 
determined using conventional time domain simulation. 
2. The post-disturbance stable equilibrium point (SEP) Xsep of the system is 
determined. 
3. The Taylor series expansion of the system around SEP is obtained. 
4. Eigen-analysis of the linear part of the Taylor series is done. Using the similarity 
transformation from the eigen-analysis, the Taylor series of order two in the 
variable Y (the fundamental modes of oscillation) is obtained. 
5. The normal form transformation is done and the ^2^; coefficients aie obtained. 
6. The initial condition Xq = Xd — Xsep are transformed to Yq using lo = 
U'^Xq = V^Xq and the nonlinear algebraic equations f{Zo) [Section 3.7] are 
solved to obtain Zq. 
7. The explicit modal solutions are then obtained using equation (5.1). 
8. Solution for plant modes, control modes, and inter-area modes (identified by 
their frequency and participating states) are then analyzed. Solutions having 
large values of the product h2liz^^z,^ compared to the term are then identi­
fied to have strong interactions between modes k, I and mode j. 
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5.3 System Dynamic Behavior 
Having been given the system modal response in terms of first order plus higher 
order parts of the solution, how can this information be used to understand the sys­
tem dynamic behavior? We note that not all modes in a power system are equally 
important in understanding the dynamic behavior of the system. Following a given 
disturbance, the initial condition of the post-disturbance system to a large extent 
determines the modes which are most excited. This information is explicitly repre­
sented in the solutions given by equations (5.1) and (5.2). The criterion for detecting 
the interaction makes use of both the h2li terms obtained from the normal form 
transformation, and the initial conditions Zq obtained by transforming Xo to the 
Z-space. This aspect of the identification is possible because the normal form trans­
formation enables us to obtain an explicit expression for the time solution of the 
modal variables including the second-order terms. If more terms are included, the 
effect of higher order nonlineaxities can also be represented. 
5.4 Analysis of Control Performance 
The performance of a control device can be investigated by the following two 
ways: 
• Checking eigenvalues of a few modes of interest with and without control de­
vices. The larger is negative real part of the eigenvalue, the more is damping 
of the mode. 
• Comparing the simulation results with and without control installed. If the 
magnitude of oscillation is reduced with control, then the control performance 
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is favorable. 
However, the above do not tell us about the effect of modal interaction on control 
performance. In the quadratic system, there is no criteria for the evaluation of control 
performance like checking real part of eigenvalues. One way to investigate the effect 
of modal interaction on control performance is to carry out the simulation by exciting 
modes of interest such as the interarea mode and the control modes. The next section 
discusses the excitation of these modes. 
5.4.1 Exciting modes 
Given two sets of system equations having the same eigenvalues, one is in the 
Jordan form: Y = AY (where A = diag[Xi ••• A^^]), the other is in normal form: 
Z = kZ obtained with the nonlinear transformation V = Z + h2{Z). To study the 
effect of modal interaction on the system dynamic response, signals are introduced 
to the x-variables either via the y- or the z-variables. If the modes are introduced at 
the y-variables they add linearly in the x-variables; while if they are introduced in 
the Z-space the effect of the modal interaction will appear in the x-variable. 
Because complex eigenvalues always appear in pairs, the term " to excite one 
mode" means to assign the initial conditions for the mode corresponding to a pair of 
complex conjugate eigenvalues. For instance, exciting mode j at F-space means that 
j/^(0) and j/j+i(0) are assigned to be a pair of complex conjugate number. 
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1. Introducing signals at the y-space 
• Exciting one mode 
Let mode j  be excited, i.e., 
then we have 
vAt) = v,{oyi"' 
=  y ' { t )  =  
where superscript * means conjugate. 
Substituting (5.4) into (5.2) yields 
®«(0 = Y^Uipyp{0)e^''^ 
p=i 
= Uijyj{0)e^'^ + Uij+ivj^,  (0)e^j+' 
• Exciting two modes 
Let mode j  and mode k  be excited, i.e., 
5^0 = [0, • • •, 0, y, (0), y;(0), 0, • • •, 0, j/,(0), y:(0), 0 • • 
then we have 
y^it) = y,(o)e^>(') 
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Vkit) = 
yk+i{t) = 
= ylit) = J/:(0)e^J(') (5.7) 
Substituting (5.7) into (5.2) yields 
"'.(f) = EU<,y,(0)e^ 
p=l 
= k0,(o)e»<' + U-iy;(0)e'-.' 
+K»m(o)e*»' + (5.8) 
2. Introducing signals at the Z-space 
• Exciting one mode 
Let mode j be excited, i.e., 
Zo = [0,---,0,2j(0),^j+i(0),0,---,0f (5.9) 
then we have 
^j{t) = 2j(0)e^><') 
Zj+iit) = 2j+i(0)e^^+'(') 
= z;{t) = 2;(0)e^>(') (5.10) 
Substituting (5.10) into (5.1) yields 
y j { t )  =  Z j { t )  +  ' ^ ' ^ h 2 i i z k { t ) z i { t )  
k=l 1=1 
= 'iO + Z'Wt)]' + h^i.Zj(i)z](t) 
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y*{t) = + 
k=l 1=1 
= »;(<) + a25;[»i(()]' + k2i].zi(t)z^{t) 
+a2;::j.[z;(())= (s.ii) 
and 
l t  =  U - - - , N , k f l } J  +  l  (5.12) 
Substituting equations (5.11) and (5.12) into (5.2) yields 
®.(<) = T.Uipyj,{t) 
p=i 
= Uiiyi{t) + Ui2y2{t) H h U^jfy,^{t) (5.13) 
Exciting two modes 
Let mode j and mode k be excited, i.e., 
Zo = [0, • • •, 0, zj{0),  ^ ;(0), 0, • • •, 0, z^(0), 2:;j(0), o • • •, o]^ (5.14) 
then we have 
zj{t) = .,(0)e^>(') 
Zj+i{t) = 2:j+i(0)e^^+>(') 
= ^;(0 = a:;(0)e^'(') 
2fc(<) = 2a:(0)e'^*('j 
Zk+i{t) = 2jt+i(0)e^*+i(') 
= 4{i) = ^fc(0)e^J(') (5.15) 
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Substituting (5.15) into (5.1) yields 
y-{t) = 2'j(0 + Xrf 
p=l 9=1 
p€{j,j*, ge{jJ*, 
m*) fc.**} 
S/*(0 = ^J(0+ IZ H ^2fgZp(i)zg(t) 
P£{JJ*. 9€0.J* 
y^(t) = 2fc(i)+ x]  x]  ^2j ,zp(i)z,(0 
P60.J*. «60iJ*. )l!,k*} fc.fc*} 
2/fc(0 = •«jt(<)+ E I] ft2j;2:p(02,(0 (5.16) 
and 
peo'ii*. 4€{>.j*. fc.fc*) fc.fc*} 
J / « W =  1 2  H  ' ^ 2 j , , 2 p ( f ) 2 , ( f )  l  =  l , - - - , N ; l y ^ j , j * , k , k '  
Thus, 
peO.j*. 
*,*•} k,k»} 
(5.17) 
n 
®«'(^) ~ Uipyp{t) 
p=i 
= tAiJ/i(0 + ^t2y2(i) + ^^iw2/N(^) (5.18) 
The following remarks can be made regarding the excitation of modes: 
1. The initial conditions obtained at the X-space will be different for the same 
modes excited at same level but introduced by different variables {y and z) 
according to whether the nonlinear interaction is included or not. 
2. From equations (5.5) and (5.8), the system response is only determined by those 
modes excited at the Y-space; other modes do not contribute to the response. 
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3. From equations (5.11) and (5.12), we observe that if any mode is introduced at 
the Z-space, all the modes will be excited in the y-space due to the interaction 
between the modes. The resulting level of excitation of modes at the F-space 
is determined by the h2-terms and the initial excitation at the Z-space. 
4. Equations (5.13) and (5.18) show that the system response will be determined 
by the composition of all the system modes if at least one mode is excited at 
the Z-space. 
5.4.2 Simulation of system response 
After identifying the strong interaction between modes, and by exciting the 
modes accordingly, time simulations for the full nonlinear system X = F{X) are 
conducted with the initial conditions X(0) introduced by modes excited at Y- and 
Z-space. The system dynamic behavior, including the performance of the controls, 
with the initial conditions corresponding to the excitation of a mode or a group of 
modes having strong nonlinear interaction can then be analyzed. 
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CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES FOR EXCITATION OF 
INTERACTING MODES 
The technique proposed in Chapter 5 has been applied to the four-generator test 
system. Each generator is equipped with an exciter. The generator data and exciter 
parameters are given in Section 4.2.1. To demonstrate the effect of nonlinear modal 
interaction, the following stressed system condition has been investigated: 400MW 
power transfered from Area-1 to Area-2, and the loading for each area is 967MW 
(250MVAR) and 1767MW (250MVAR), respectively. The initial operating condition 
of each generator is given in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Initial operating conditions for the four-generator system 
Bus No. Vr(pu) 0(deg) P { M W )  Q(MVAR) ^(deg)" 
1 1.03 70.99 703.00 70.71 28.97 
2 1.01 61.37 725.00 374.10 9.73 
3 1.03 0.00 703.65 70.75 -42.00 
4 1.01 -9.64 725.00 459.75 -63.75 
"Vr : Bus voltage magnitude, 6 : Bus voltage angle, B : Rotor angle 
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6.1 Modal Interaction Between key Modes 
6.1.1 The initial conditions zjo 
The system has 27 eigenvalues as shown in Table 6.2. By examining the partic­
ipating states and the frequency range, the following are the key modes of interest: 
• low frequency modes 9-14, which are possible interarea modes, 
• control modes 15-18, which are introduced by exciters, and 
• local plant modes 5-8, modes 5-6 are for Area-1, and modes 7-8 are for Area-2. 
A three-phase fault has been set on the load bus 1 (bus no. 5 in Figure 4.1) 
cleared without removing any lines. The fault clearing time is 0.05 seconds. Following 
the procedure described in Section 5.2, the initial conditions Xq, Yq, and Zo are 
obtained (i.e., Xo = Xd — XsePi 5^ = U~^Xo, and Zo -F A2(Zo) = Yo)- Table 6.3 
gives the values of these initial conditions. 
Table 6.2: Eigenvalues for the four-generator System 
J eigenvalue j eigenvalue J eigenvalue 
1 -107.40 -f- 0.03j 11 -0.41 4- 1.74j 21 -84.61 
2 
p
 
O
 1 
o
 
o
 1 12 -0.41 - 1.74j 22 -84.29 
3 -92.02 -f 0.04j 13 -1.30 + 1.14j 23 -7.15 
4 -92.02 - 0.04j 14 -1.30 - 1.14j 24 -7.04 
5 -1.87 -f 8.22j 15 -0.17 -t- 0.30j 25 -3.70 
6 1 bo
 1 po
 
16 -0.17 - 0.30j 26 -1.58 
7 -2.01 4- 8.31j 17 -0.28 + 0.25j 27 -0.73 
8 -2.01 - 8.31j 18 -0.28 - 0.25j 
9 -2.35 + 1.43j 19 -113.33 
10 -2.35 - 1.43j 20 -113.57 
J_ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
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Table 6.3: Initial conditions Xo,Yo., and ZQ 
Xo ^0 
-0.0343 1.79 + 33.91j -23808.44 - 33594.89j 
-0.0371 1.79 - 33.91j -23808.44 -t- 33594.89j 
0.0084 -38.92 - 0.79j -9431.19 + 10093.49j 
0.0074 -38.92 -t- 0.79j -9431.19 - 10093.49j 
0.0286 -0.12 - 0.12j -0.59 - 0.69j 
0.0221 -0.12 -1- 0.12 -0.59 -f 0.69j 
0.0149 -0.06 -|-0.02j 2.34 -h 1.41j 
0.0150 -0.06 - 0.02j 2.34 - 1.41j 
0.9094 -60.13 4- 42.14j -122.98 - 176.35j 
1.1127 -60.13 - 42.14j -122.98 4- 176.35j 
-0.0810 -19.69 - 27.74j -3.93 - 4.33j 
-0.1793 -19.69 -1- 27.74j -3.93 -F 4.33j 
0.0051 135.86 -F69.87j 14.39 -t- 111.60j 
-0.0249 135.86 -69.87j 14.39 - iii.eoj 
-0.0275 3.42 - 10.76j -2.91 - 6.15j 
3.2034 3.42 -t- 10.76j -2.91 -t- 6.15j 
2.7353 -9.31 4- 10.60j -1.75 -f- 8.53j 
0.7576 -9.31 - 10.60j -1.75 - 8.53j 
1.1218 46.28 -73405.60 
-0.4313 1.64 56560.41 
-0.6776 64.49 -6280.20 
-0.0378 4.80 246.20 
-0.0559 0.27 -0.18 
0.0017 -0.04 7.88 
0.0028 5.36 -18.07 
0.0001 343.91 -614.57 
0.0002 -89.52 77.36 
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6.1.2 h2{i and h2{iZ^gZ,g 
Examining equation (5.2) we note that the first group of terms representing 
linear contribution, of various mode j, to given state variable i. The second group 
of terms representing how various modes k and I, by nonlinear modal interactions, 
contribute to the state variable i. Thus, the difference between linear and nonlinear 
modal contributions to a state variable can be depicted by examining the relative size 
of these terms. We begin by examining the potential for the presence of nonlinear 
modal interaction by looking at the coefficients h2li. The data is too voluminous to 
give in detail. Only a representative sample of the coefficients is given for the key 
modes. This data is given in Table 6.4. The data in Table 6.4 shows that there is the 
potential of strong modal interaction between control modes 15-16 and low frequency 
modes 9-12. 
The presence of significant nonlinear modal interaction depends on the excita­
tion of the interacting modes. This interaction can be detected by comparing, for 
the key modes, the relative size of the terms with the terms h2liZ^^2i^. A repre­
sentative sample of data is given in Table 6.5. The data in Table 6.5 clearly shows 
that frequently the size of the terms indicative of the presence of nonlinear modal 
interaction are greater than the size of the terms. 
6.2 Results of Exciting Key Modes 
The results shown in Table 6.5 indicate that both of the low frequency modes 
9-12 interact strongly with the exciter modes 15-16. These modes are then excited 
to analyze the effect of the modal interaction on the system dynamic performance. 
J_ 
5 
5 
5 
5 
9 
9 
9 
9 
11 
11 
11 
11 
15 
15 
15 
15 
J_ 
9 
9 
9 
9 
11 
11 
11 
11 
15 
15 
15 
15 
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Table 6.4: Sample h2lj for key modes 
k I h2l 
5 16 0.2057 
5 15 0.1849 
5 17 0.1616 
5 18 0.0993 
5 6 1.4705 
7 8 0.8416 
15 18 0.3509 
11 12 0.3392 
11 15 0.4397 
11 16 0.3695 
11 18 0.2540 
11 17 0.1863 
15 16 0.0703 
15 18 0.0660 
11 12 0.0646 
15 15 0.0475 
Table 6.5: Sample and for key modes 
k [ 2^0 
9 14 214.99 522.65 
13 14 481.63 
9 15 441.88 
9 18 380.07 
9 14 5.85 129.52 
13 14 82.89 
13 15 21.37 
9 15 17.78 
9 26 6.80 40.91 
10 26 34.63 
19 26 34.13 
1 10 31.19 
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Two cases are presented in this Chapter for analysis. They are: 
• Case 1: exciting low frequency modes 9-10 and exciter modes 15-16, and 
• Case 2: exciting low frequency modes 11-12 and exciter modes 15-16. 
For each case, modes are excited either at the Y-space or at the Z-space. In 
either case the values of the ?/-variables are then transformed into the x-variables using 
similarity transformation. The level of excitation for each case is carefully selected 
to cause instability for the modes are excited at one space but not for that at the 
other space. Thus, for the following analysis, the levels of excitation are selected to 
be 2.8 and 1.8 for case 1 and case 2, respectively. The initial conditions Xq obtained 
for case 1 and case 2 are given in Tables 6.6-6.7, respectively. 
6.3 Time Simulation of Full Nonlinear System 
With the initial conditions given in Tables 6.6-6.7, we now conduct the time 
simulation for the full nonlinear system X = F{X) starting with Xinu = Xsep + 
Xq. Here Xinit denotes the starting point for the integration procedure of the time 
simulation. and Xinit{Z) in Tables 6.8-6.9 represent the starting point, for 
the system state variables, corresponding to the cases of exciting modes at the Y-
and the Z-space, respectively. The time simulation results for the generator speeds 
and relative rotor angles (with respect to generator 1) are shown in Figures 6.1-6.4. 
In case 1, the control modes 15-16 and the low frequency modes 9-10 are excited. 
The data in Table 6.5 indicate that these modes have substantial nonlinear modal 
interaction. We note that in Figure 6.1 when these modes are excited such that the 
initial conditions are introduced at the Y-space the system is stable, while when the 
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Table 6.6: Initial conditions for case 1: exciting modes 9-10, 15-16 at the initial 
conditions (io, ^o) of magnitude 2.8 
Modes excited at F-space Modes excited at Z-space 
3 n ^0 Fo Xo 
1 0.0 0.3606 0.0 -1.83-0.02j 0.3904 
2 0.0 -0.0697 0.0 -l.83-f0.02j -0.0174 
3 0.0 0.2582 0.0 -L09-1.86j 0.3039 
4 0.0 -0.0148 0.0 -l.09-fl.86j 0.0443 
5 0.0 0.0596 0.0 -0.10-0.21j 0.0652 
6 0.0 -0.1560 0.0 -0.10-f0.21j -0.1675 
7 0.0 0.0289 0.0 0.08-0.03j 0.0387 
8 0.0 -0.1066 0.0 0.08-f0.03j -0.1031 
9 2.8 4.0770 2.8 0.60-0.91j 5.6956 
10 2.8 3.8977 2.8 0.60+0.91j 5.6239 
11 0.0 3.8479 0.0 -l.47-f0.98j 5.2801 
12 0.0 3.6649 0.0 -1.47-0.98j 5.1619 
13 0.0 0.4720 0.0 -4.67-f2.73j 0.4147 
14 0.0 -0.0810 0.0 -4.67-2.73j -0.2667 
15 2.8 0.2287 2.8 2.74-0.44j 0.0191 
16 2.8 -2.0768 2.8 2.74-f0.44j -2.4504 
17 0.0 -1.8129 0.0 -0.35-f0.40j -2.2376 
18 0.0 -2.0262 0.0 -0.35-0.40j -2.4249 
19 0.0 -1.3854 0.0 -1.47 -1.7578 
20 0.0 0.1303 0.0 -2.18 0.1904 
21 0.0 0.1054 0.0 1.98 0.1565 
22 0.0 0.1086 0.0 2.97 0.1577 
23 0.0 0.0874 0.0 -0.19 0.1295 
24 0.0 -0.0102 0.0 0.13 -0.0121 
25 0.0 -0.0089 0.0 -0.63 -0.0110 
26 0.0 -0.0099 0.0 9.87 -0.0120 
27 0.0 -0.0067 0.0 0.27 -0.0086 
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Table 6.7: Initial conditions for case 2: exciting modes 11-12, 15-16 at the initial 
conditions (Iqj •^o) of magnitude 1.8 
Modes excited at F-space Modes excited at Z-space 
3 Ko Xo zo fo 
1 0.0 0.14 0.0 -0.39-0.04j 0.0405 
2 0.0 -0.12 0.0 -0.39-|-0.04j -0.1938 
3 0.0 0.08 0.0 -0.27-0.37j -0.0055 
4 0.0 -0.08 0.0 -0.27-h0.37j -0.1427 
5 0.0 0.06 0.0 0.02-0.01j 0.0782 
6 0.0 -0.08 0.0 0.02-f-0.01j -0.0662 
7 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.006-|-0.001j 0.0315 
8 0.0 -0.06 0.0 0.006-0.001j -0.0596 
9 0.0 0.53 0.0 -1.02-|-0.60j -3.4211 
10 0.0 0.45 0.0 -1.02 - 0.60j -3.4212 
11 1.8 0.63 1.8 0.65-f-1.82j -4.2172 
12 1.8 0.54 1.8 0.65-1.82j -4.2313 
13 0.0 0.27 0.0 -1.62+0.74j 0.2511 
14 0.0 0.37 0.0 -1.62-0.74j 0.3661 
15 1.8 0.53 1.8 1.64-0.31j 0.5000 
16 1.8 -0.94 1.8 1.64-F0.31j 0.3322 
17 0.0 -1.01 0.0 -0.33-|-0.21j -0.1076 
18 0.0 -1.08 0.0 -0.33-0.21j 0.1190 
19 0.0 -0.83 0.0 -0.55 0.0980 
20 0.0 0.02 0.0 -0.41 -0.0538 
21 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.75 -0.0439 
22 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.55 -0.0490 
23 0.0 0.02 0.0 -0.04 -0.0426 
24 0.0 -0.004 0.0 0.02 0.0017 
25 0.0 -0.005 0.0 -0.07 -0.0004 
26 0.0 -0.005 0.0 0.88 0.0007 
27 0.0 -0.004 0.0 5.05 0.0006 
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modes are introduced at the Z-space, thus allowing for nonlinear modal interaction 
to take place, instability results at about 3.5 seconds into the transient. 
In case 2, the control modes 15-16 and the low frequency modes 11-12 are ex­
cited. The data in Table 6.5 show that these modes have only "moderate" nonlinear 
modal interaction. In this case, the presence of nonlinear modal interaction is evident 
in two ways: First the K-space excitation, which does not allow for nonlinear modal 
interaction, results in instability at about 4.5 seconds into the transient; this insta­
bility does not occur with nonlinear interaction with Z-space excitation. Second, a 
low frequency mode is very evident in the time simulation obtained with Z-space 
excitation which seems not to appear in Figure 6.3. 
It is to be emphasized that in the first case nonlinear interaction caused a well-
designed control system, by conventional method, to become unstable; while in the 
second case the opposite effect was encountered. In both cases the analysis shows 
that nonlinear modal interaction alter the dynamic system behavior, and produces 
results which cannot be predicted by linear (modal) analysis alone. 
The following additional remarks can be made regarding the initial conditions 
given in Tables 6.6-6.7. The initial conditions used have been carefully selected to 
demonstrate that nonlinear modal interaction can result in qualitatively different 
dynamic system responses. While these initial conditions do not represent actual 
system disturbance sequence, they do not represent abnormally high values of the 
state variables either. 
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Table 6.8: Starting points of time simulation for case 1: exciting modes 9-10, 15-16 
at the initial conditions (lo, Zo) of magnitude 2.8 
State XsEP a:.n.t(k) " XiniiiZ) '  
0.9501 1.3108 1.3405 
1.1390 1.0694 1.1216 
0.9501 1.2084 1.2540 
EU 1.1907 1.1759 1.2349 
-0.5743 -0.5147 -0.5091 
-0.4707 -0.6267 -0.6382 
E'H3 -0.5746 -0.5456 -0.5359 
K, -0.4447 -0.5513 -0.5478 
uj i  377.0000 381.0770 382.6956 
0J2 377.0000 380.8977 382.6239 
w3 377.0000 380.8479 382.2801 
uj4 377.0000 380.6649 382.1619 
S21 -0.3356 0.1364 0.0791 
S31 -1.2386 -1.3196 -1.5053 
S41 -1.6181 -1.3895 -1.5990 
E fdi  1.7955 -0.2812 -0.6548 
E fD2 2.2638 0.4509 0.0262 
E fD3 1.7965 -0.2297 -0.6284 
E fD4 2.3975 1.0120 0.6397 
^El,l 1.0300 1.1603 1.2204 
^El,2 1.0100 1.1154 1.1665 
^El,3 1.0300 1.1386 1.1877 
^El ,4 1.0100 1.0974 1.1395 
^E2,l 0.0090 -0.0012 -0.0031 
XE2,2 0.0113 0.0025 0.0004 
XE2,3 0.0090 -0.0010 -0.0030 
^E2,4 0.0120 0.0053 0.0034 
"Y means exciting modes at V-space 
''Z means exciting modes at Z-space 
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Table 6.9: Starting points of time simulation for case 2: exciting modes 11-12, 15-16 
at the initial conditions (io, Zo) of magnitude 1.8 
State XsEP XMt{Y) « XinitiZ) " 
0.9501 1.0863 0.9906 
1.1390 1.0203 0.9452 
0.9501 1.0324 0.9446 
1.1907 1.1138 1.0480 
-0.5743 -0.5154 -0.4961 
E',2 -0.4707 -0.5484 -0.5370 
E'^  -0.5746 -0.5496 -0.5430 
E',4 -0.4447 -0.5074 -0.5043 
uj l  377.0000 377.5316 373.5789 
UJ2 377.0000 377.4526 373.5788 
w3 377.0000 377.6357 372.7827 
OJ4 377.0000 377.5379 372.7687 
S21 -0.3356 -0.0652 -0.0845 
^31 -1.2386 -0.8640 -0.8724 
S4I -1.6181 -1.0863 -1.1181 
E fdi  1.7955 0.8531 2.1277 
E fd2 2.2638 1.2537 2.1561 
E fdz 1.7965 0.7150 1.9155 
E fda 2.3975 1.5576 2.4955 
Xei, i  1.0300 1.0531 0.9762 
^el,2 1.0100 1.0350 0.9661 
Xe1,3 1.0300 1.0513 0.9809 
XE1,4 1.0100 1.0312 0.9674 
^e2,l  0.0090 0.0044 0.0108 
Xe2,2 0.0113 0.0063 0.0109 
Xe2,z 0.0090 0.0037 0.0097 
^e2a 0.0120 0.0079 0.0126 
"V means exciting modes at F-space 
means exciting modes at Z-space 
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6.4 Effect of Changing Excitation Level 
If the modes of the system are excited along the same direction, the dynamic 
behavior of the system should be similar once the instability occurs. For instance, in 
the case of control modes 15-16 and low frequency modes 9-10 are excited at 2-space, 
the instability of the system occurs when the level of excitation reaches and beyond 
the threshold. Within the threshold (e.g., 2.7 in this case), the system remains stable. 
If the level keeps increasing and beyond 2.8, the system instability occurs. The higher 
the level of excitation, the faster occurrence of the system instability but remaining 
the same kind of oscillations. This clearly shown in the Table 6.10 and Figures 
6.5-6.8. For each case, the simulation is 5 seconds. It is clearly shown in Figures 
6.5-6.8 that once the disturbance is large enough to make system instability occur, 
the larger disturbance along the same direction, the sooner occurrence of instability 
of the system. 
Table 6.10: Effect of excitation level on system dynamic behavior 
Excitation level of Zo 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.2 
Instability occuring time(s) stable 3.5 2.3 1.9 
6.5 Summary 
In this Chapter, we present the examples for identifying modal interaction via 
terms, selecting and exciting modes either at V-space or at Z-space, and 
conducting time simulation accordingly. In addition, the effect of excitation level 
on system response has also been evaluated. The results indicate that the nonlinear 
modal interaction may strongly influence the system dynamic performance. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
The application of normal forms method in identification of the nonlinear modal 
interaction involved the following five phases: 
1. Setting up the system equations which are formed of the generators and exci­
tation control system. 
2. Expanding the system equations into Taylor series around a SEP. 
3. Performing the Eigen-analysis for the linear part of the system and transferring 
the system, up to the second-order, into Jordan coordinates. 
4. Applying the nonlinear normal form transformation. 
5. Detecting the potential for nonlinear modal interaction via the second-order 
normal form coefficients 
The technique developed in Chapter 3 was applied to two test systems, which 
included the four-generator test system and the 50-generator IEEE test system. This 
technique was applied for different stressed operating conditions and different control 
settings. 
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From the results provided in Chapter 4, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The exciters introduced modes which had large interaction with the low fre­
quency inertial modes. 
2. The interaction between exciter modes and low frequency modes increased as 
the system stress increased. 
3. The PSS had significant effect on the modal interaction. In particular the site 
of the PSS played an important role in the modal interaction. 
The evaluation of the influence of nonlinear modal interaction on the system 
dynamic performance involved the following three phases: 
1. Identifying which modes having strong nonlinear interaction in between via the 
normal form terms h2liZi^^z,^. 
2. Exciting modes that have strong interaction at the K-space (with only the 
effect of the linear modes considered) or at the Z-space (when the nonlinear 
modal interaction is taken into account) and obtaining the corresponding initial 
conditions XQ.  
3. Conducting the time simulation based on the Xq obtained for the full nonlinear 
system and then analyzing the system dynamic performance. 
The technique developed in Chapter 5 was tested on the four-generator test 
system. This technique was tested for exciting different low frequency modes and 
exciter modes at the F- or at the Z-space, and for different excitation levels. 
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From the results presented in Chapter 6, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The nonlinear modal interaction may strongly influence the system dynamic 
behavior. For the case of exciting same modes at the same levels but at different 
spaces, the system responses can be qualitatively changed. 
2. For the case of exciting modes along the same directions but at different levels, 
the higher level of the modal excitation, the faster occurrence of the system 
instability. 
Based on the experience of this research work, we suggest the following future 
work: 
1. Optimization of the code for computing the second-order coefficients h2li and 
for finding initial conditions z-^. 
2. Sensitivity analysis for determining the effect of control settings on the nonlinear 
modal interaction. 
3. Determining the initial conditions Xq of physical state variables to excite modes 
selected. 
4. Taking the effect of nonlinear modal interaction into account for the control 
design. 
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APPENDIX A. DETAILS OF TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION UP TO 
THE SECOND ORDER 
The Taylor series expansion of the system is shown as in equation (3.25). The 
details of the derivation of Taylor series expansion for the system up to the second 
order is described in this appendix. 
A.l Jaconbian Matrix 
We first find the following first order derivatives: 
for the current components /, and Id'. 
dl,i 
dE',j 
dki 
dE'di 
= Fc+Bi^ij) t = l,---,n j = l,---,m (A.l) 
= -FB-G{^ii) z = l,---,n j = l,---,m (A.2) 
dhi 
dhi 
dE'dj 
i , j  =  l , - - - , n  k  =  2 , - - - , n  (A.3) 
FB-G{Sij) = 1, • • • ,m (A.4) 
Fc+Bi^ij) ij = (A.5) 
= k = 2, - - - , n  (A.6) 
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where 
dSi 
dSki 
1 for i  =  k , i ^  j  
= ^ - 1  fo r i  =  k , j  ^  i  
0 otherwise 
and for the exciter input voltage Vr: 
V' = VI+ 
= {E'+x',h)' + iE',-x'^I,y (A.7) 
dVr,-
dVTi 
dE'^ 
dVri 
dSki 
— —\V + x' — V^  t' -^^1 
= f — x' + V -x' -^^1 
— -L-fT/ -r.' T/ -r.' 2IsL^ 
— Vn^ " '^'dSkr "'dsj 
ij = 1,' ,m f c  =  2 ,  •  •  •  , n  
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.IO) 
The Jacobian matrix A for the system can be expressed as follows: 
rdF ,  A = [ 
dX^  
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S fu  
dE' <u 
Mi. 0 dhi 9Ski 
a/i. 
dEpDi 0 0 0 0 0 
?
 1 asr 
dhi 0 dhi dSki 0 0 0 0 0 0 
W(l_„) d f s i  a/s.- dhi duij dhi 95*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
^(21-nl) 0 0 dhi du j  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 9/}i 0 9/51 0 0 0 dEpDj  dXE2 i  
9/gi 
dE' 
« 
a/si 0 dhi 9Ski 0 
9/s( 
dXs i ]  0 0 0 0 
Shi 
dE' 1] 
dhi dhi 
duij dhi dSk i  0 9/ri aXBu  
dhi 
dXE2 j  dhi BXs i j  
a/7. 
dXs2 ,  9^ 
dhi 
dE' 1] 
dhi dhi 
du>] dhi afifci 0 0 0 
3hi 
9Xs i ,  0 0 
dhi 
dE' 
« 
dhi dhi 
diVj dhi dSki 0 0 0 dhi axsi, dhi axs2, 0 
-^S3(j_m) 8/io» SB' d f io i  d f i o i  dw j  9/lOi dSk i  0 0 0 dhoi dXs i ,  dhoi axs2j 9hoi dXs2 ,  
(A.ll) 
for function /i,-: 
d fu  
dE^ 
d fu  
d fu  
dSki 
d fu  
dEpDi 
^  r / _  - !  \  d i d i  
Uoi "^qj 
^dOi "^dj 
_^1 
dE'J 
'dOi 
1 
'"do.-
ij = 1,' 
' dS ,  kl 
,m f c  =  2 , • •  • ,  n  
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
where 
for function /a,-: 
d f2 i  
?E i - }  
9E',j 
1 for i = j 
0 otherwise 
^qOi O^qj (A.16) 
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where 
for function /a,-: 
dhi 
dhi 
dSki 
duii 
for function /4,-: 
for function /s,-: 
dS2i 
dE'^ 
dh 
dSki 
I f /  _  f _ dE'ii, 
r j o , " "  " ' a f i i  a s i '  
i , j  =  l , - - - , m  k = 2," • ,n 
(A.17) 
(A.18) 
dE'^ 
1 for z = j 
0 otherwise 
1 r 91di p, dlqi „/ ^Egi 
Mi '''• dE'gj "• 
Zlrdldi 
Svf I'i 
dE'^, 
p> I 9Igi , dE'^i 
—{^IsLE . 4.21^^..] 
Mi^dSki dSki 
Zl£i 
Ml (jJs 
dj 
i , j  =  1 , - - - , 171  k  =  2 , - ,n 
(A.19) 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
/ = 1, • • • ,n 
dU 
dioj 
— 1 for j = 1 
1 for j = ij ^  1 
0 otherwise 
i  =  2 , - - - , n  i= l , '  
(A.23) 
,n 
dhi 
dEpDi 
dhi 
BXeh 
Tm 
Tm 
i = 1, 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
,m 
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for function /e,-: 
d fe i  
dE',j 
d f e i  
dE'^ 
d f e i  
dSki 
d f e i  
dXeii 
1 dVri 
TRidE!,j 
1 dVri 
TRidE'ij 
1 dVri 
Tm d8ki 
-1 
Tm 
i , j  =  k = 
for function fn: 
d f7 i  
dEr 
d f i i  
dE'^ 
d fn  
dSki 
duji 
d fn  
dXEu  
d fn  
dXE2i 
d f i i  
dXsu  
d f t i  
dXs2i 
d fn  
dXs3i 
—Tci dVpi , Ksi TciTiiTzi dfzi 
TRiTsi dE'gj uis TBiT2iT4i dE'^j 
-Tc i  dVn  ,  KaiTc iT^ iTs i  d f3 i  
?r + TRiTsidEjj Us TBiT2iT4idEjj 
—Tg  dV-T i  Ka i  Tc iT i jTz i  d f z i  
TRiTBi d6ki Us TBiT2iT4i dSki 
Ka i  Tc iTuTs i  d f z i  
Us TBiTiiTii dui 
-1 Tci 
TBi TBiTRi 
-1 
TBi 
Tci Tzi . _ Tii 
rp T* ^ T* ' iBx •i-AU2i 5i 
l£L—(\ _ 
T T ^ rp / J-2i 
Jflt J-4i 
i , j  =  k  =  2 , - n 
for function /s,-: 
d f s i  
= Ksi 
df 3t 
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I^BL = Ksi^  ^ (A.40) 
dE'^ 
= Ksi^ (A.41) 
doki ook\ 
?pL = KJ-^  (A.42) 
ooji aoji 
dfsi  -1 
dXs i i  Ts i  
i , j  =  l , - - - , m  k  =  2 , - - -n  /  =  1 , '  
for function /g,-: 
[2i 
dXsu  T2 i  Ts i  
dhi ^ zl 
dXs2 i  T i i  
z , j  =  l , - - - , m  f c  =  2 ,  • • • n  /  =  1 , '  
for function /loi: 
(A.43) 
= K (A.44) 
dE'^i 
^ = K ih-hi (A.45) 
dE',j '"'dE'^T,-
2hL = K .^ Ik (A.46) 
OOkl OOkl -t 2« 
^ = K (A.47) 
aw/ ^ ' d0J iT2 i  ^  ^  
-  ; ^ ( l - ^ )  ( A . 4 8 )  
(A.49) 
5/ioi d f z i  Tu  Ts i  ,. _Q,. 
5/lOi ^1: ^3« M ^ 
5/ioi _ ^It ^3,- ! ^ 
rtr — AX T ^A.DZj 
aOk\ OOk\l2i'^Ai 
d f i o i  j, d f z i  Tu  Tz i  . .  . 
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d^Vi Ti 
OE'^dEL 
d^Vn _ -IdVTidVTi 1 rd%id%i dVdidVdi 
dE'^jdSk i  Vn  dEr  dSk i  V j i  ^ dE ' ^ ^  dSk i  dE ' ^ j  dSk ,  
(A.56) 
dfiQi 1 Tu^T3i 
= Tfri^ - 7jr-)7rr (A.54) 
OAsii J-2i •'•Si •t4« 
^ (A,55) 
aAs2i J-Ai J-2i 
d f io i  ^  ^ 
dXssi T^i 
=  k  =  2 , - ' - n  1  =  1 , • • • , n  
A.2 Hessian Matrix 
We first derive the following second order derivatives: 
J'Idi ^ (A.57) 
p / r ^ dS i j  (A.58) 
dSk^aSn ~ din + ^B-a{iii)E^)\ (A.59) 
i , j  =  l , - - - , m  k , l  =  2 , - - - , n  
— F (f, \^^iL f A Kf)^ 
dE'^jdSki ^ ^ ^ 
^ - FG+B(5,j)-|^ (A.61) dE'^dSk, '"dSki 
dSkidSn ^ j§56jfci 96,i - -fG+B(<5oO£^9j)] (A.62) 
i , j  =  l , - - - , m  k , l  =  2 , - - - , n  
d'VTi ^ -IdVTidVri 1 .dV,idV,i dV^i dVa 
dE'^jdE'^t Vn dE'^^ dE'^i l/r.- ^dE'^^ dE'^, ^ OE'^^ dE'J 
d'^Vn ^ -IdVTidVTi 1 .dV,idV,i dViidVii 
dE'^jdE',, VTi dE'^^ dE',i ^ VTi ^ dE'^^ dE',, ^ dE'^j dE',,^ 
{AM)  
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dXi  .y W.- 1 
"dE'^jdSki '^'dE'^jdSki^ 
d^Vn 
dSkidE' 91 
where 
d'Vai , 
''dE'^jdSki ^ "'dE'j^dsJ 
d^Vn 
dSkidE'^j 
d^Vn -IdVTidVTi , 1 rdV,idV,i , dV^idVn 
" +T7-lflc flr + dSpidSki Vn dSpi dSki Vn dSpi dSki dSpi dSki 
dVdi ^ , dl,i 
m: dE'^  ' 
BV,. RT 
(A.65) 
d^Vn ^ -IdVTidVTi 1 rdV,id%i dVdidVdi, 
dE'jjdE',i VTi dE'^ dE',i ^ VTi ^dE'jj dE',, dE'j^ dE'J ^ 
d'^VTi ^ -IdVTidVTi 1 .dv,idv,i dVdidVii 
dE'^dSk^ VTi dE'^ dSk^ •*" Vt.- ^dE'ij d8k^ ^ dE',^ dSk, 
(A.67) 
,dXi  , d'Vdi , 
" dSpidSki dSpidSki ^  ^ ^ ^ 
 ^==  ^+ ri .?k (A 69) 
dE^ " '"''"dEij 
= x'..^^ (A 71) 
dSki ''dSki 
(A  72)  
dEl^ ' ^''dE'.j 
Ill 
dE'^dSk^ 
d^Va 9« 
dSpidSki 
d^Vdi 
dE'^jdSki 
d^Vdi 
dE',jd6ki 
d^Vdi 
dSpidSki 
, d^Idi 
, dHii 
""''dSprdSui 
d^L  
= —X ?« 
= —X 
=  —X' :  
•^'dE'^jdSk^ 
d%i 
''dE'^dSki 
d%i 
''dSpidSki 
(A.76) 
(A.77) 
(A.78) 
(A.79) 
(A.80) 
We now can form the Hessian matrix for each function using the above deriva­
tives. 
= 
, d ' f u  
dx idx j  
where 
UJI  
4i 
EpDi 
Xeu 
XE2i 
Xsu 
Xs2i 
Xs^i 
d ' f u  
dEi,jdSki 
0 
0 
0 
a'/i. 
0 
0 
0 
9 ' J l i  
dSk.dE'^, dSkidE'^j 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
d ' f u  
SE'^jdSkl 
d ' f u  
dB'^aSki 
0 
dSitidSpi 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
(A.81) 
^  Xdi  -  x'^ i  d ^ Id i  
^dOt- dE'gjdSki (A.82) 
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= 
where 
d ' f u  
dE'j^dSki 
d ^ fu  
dSkidSpi 
,iVL] 
dx idx j  
E'qi 
Ki 
LOl 
^kl 
EpDi 
^E\i 
XE2i 
Xs l i  
Xs2i 
Xszi 
^di ^di 
T'iQi dE'gjdSki 
^di ^di ^^^di 
Tdoi dSkidSpi 
i , j  =  k ,p  =  2 , - - - , n  
0 
0 
0 
j!J2l 
0 
0 
0 
Jli2L 
dSkidE'^j dSkidE'a^ 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
dsraski 
_dlhi-dE'^as^i 
0 
9'hi 
dSicidSpi 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
to
 
>
 
d^Iqi 
dE'^jdSki TgOi dE!,jdSki 
d ' f 2 i  ^qi ~ d%i 
dE',jd6ki TgOi dE'^^dSkx 
d ' f 2 i  ^qi ~ ®9» d'lqi 
dSkidSpi TgOi dSkid6pi 
ij =  l , - - - , m  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
k ,p  -  2, '  ,n 
= [-^ 1 dx idx j  
(A.83) 
(A.84) 
(A.85) 
(A.86) 
(A.87) 
(A.88) 
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where 
a^hi d^hi 0 a^hi 0 0 0 0 0 0 dE'^^dE'^, 
E',i a^hi 
a^hi 
aE'^aE'^ 0 
s'hi 
aE'^aSki 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( j j i  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8k\ a^hi ay^i 0 a^hi 0 0 0 0 0 0 aSkiaE^ aSkxaE'^ aSkidSpi 
EpDi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
XEU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
XE2i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Xsu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Xs2i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Xs3i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d ' f s i  
dE'^^dSki 
d ' f z i  
dE',^d8k^ 
d ' f s i  
dSkidSpi 
d ' f z i  
dE'^jdE'^t 
d ' f s i  
dE',^dE',i 
d ' f z i  
dE'^dE',, 
-h d'hi 
Mi'dE',^d6ki 
- I r  d^hi 
Mi^dE',jd6ki 
E',i + 
E',i + 
p> I dI,idE'^i^ 
dE'^^ddk^ dSk^dE', 
d'I,i 
7J 
w.i . aiiide,,, 
^ax ' o r  r\ t-»/ J 
Mi dSk\d8pi dSk\d8pi 
-I dI,idE'^i dI,idEr 
Mi^dE ' ^^dEy  dE ' ^^dE ' J  
-l.dhidE',, , dkidE'^i 
dE'j^dSki"'' ' dSkidE',j 
d%i 
Mi'dE'^dE',, + -1 dE'^dE'J 
-] / J 
^dl ^—gj 
dhi dE',i -1 dldidE'^i 
Mi^dE'^dE',,^ dE',IdE'j^' 
k , p  =  2 , - ' - , n  
(A.89) 
(A.90) 
(A.91) 
(A.92) 
(A.93) 
(A.94) 
(A.95) 
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where 
jtSi r ^^/st 1 _ g (A.97) 
H^' = [ d ' f s i  , 
dx idx j  
E'.i 
E'ai 
ui 
Ski 
Efd 
Xei 
Xe2 
Xsi 
Xs2 
XS3 
a^hi 
0 
as^idE'^j 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a'/6i 0 a^hi 0 0 0 0 0 0 dE'^^as^, 
a'hi 0 92/gi 0 0 0 0 0 0 dE'^dE'^ dE'^as^i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a^/e. 0 a ' f s i  0 0 0 0 0 0 aSkidE'^ dShidSpi 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d'fei 1 d'^VTi 
dE'^jdSki Tm dE'gjdSki 
d'fei 1 d^VTi 
dE',jd6ki TmdE'jjdSki 
d^fei 1 d^Vri 
dSkidSpi Tni dSkidSpi 
d'fsi 1 d^Vn 
dE',^dE',, TRidE'^jdE'^i 
d'fsi 1 d^Vn 
dE',^dE',i TmdE'^jdE',, 
d'fsi 1 d^Vn 
dE'^dE',i TRidE'^dE',i 
(A.98) 
(A.99) 
(A.lOO) 
(A.lOl) 
(A.102) 
(A.103) 
(A.104) 
A:,p = 2, • • • ,n 
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H'' = 
where 
r d^ fn  
dx idx j  
9*Ju a^ fn  
Ki 
a^j7i a ^ fn  
dE'^dE'^ 
Ul 0 0 
^ki dSk idE^  9V7f aSkidE'^ 
EpDi 0 0 
XEU 0 0 
XE2i 0 0 
Xsu 0 0 
Xs2i 0 0 
Xs3i 0 0 
d^ fn  
-Tci d'Vn 
dE!,jd6ki TniTsi dE'gjdSki 
d^ f j i  
-Tci d'Vri 
dE',jdSki TRiTsi dE'^jdSki 
dVn -Tci d'Vri 
d6kidSj,x TRiTsi dSkidSpi 
d ' fT i  
-Tci d^Vri 
dE',jdE'^, TRiTBidE'^jdE',, 
d'h -Tci d^Vn 
dE',^dE',, TRO'BidE'^jdE'.i 
d ^ fn  
-Tci d'Vri 
dE'idE',, TRiTBidE',jdE',t 
h j , i  =  
aVri dE'^-aSni 
_aiZzL_ 
dE'^jdS^i 
0 
9^ f r i  
dSk idSp i  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-t-
KsiTiiTsiTci d^hi 
w s  Ti iT^ iTs i  dEg jdSk i  
Ks iTuT^ jTc i  d^ f z i  
T2iT4iTBi dE'^jdSkx 
Ks iTuTz iTc i  d ' f s i  
ws TiiTiiTsi d6k\dSj,x 
Ks i  T i iTz iTg  d^ f s i  
<^s T^iT^iTsi dE'^jdE'gi 
Ks iTx iTz iTc i  d ' f 3 i  
<*^5 T^iT^iTsi dE'qjdE'^i 
Ks iTuTzO 'c i  d ' f z i  
(A.105) 
(A.106) 
(A.107) 
(A.108) 
(A.109) 
(A.llO) 
( A . l l l )  
k ,p  =  2 ,  ,n 
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and are similar to if®' and can be obtained by 
ffSi ^ (A.112) 
lOs 
hsi ^ (A.113) 
iii T2i iOs 
jjlOi ^ ^ (A.114) 
Tii T2iTii Us 
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APPENDIX B. DETAILS OF FORMULATION FOR SOLVING Zo 
As describing in section 3.7, we can formulate a nonlinear zero-finding problem 
to be solved for Zq. Assume that the system order is iV, the system equation can be 
expressed as 
/ ( Z )  =  Z - \ - h 2 i Z ) - Y  =  0  o r  
f j { z )  =  Zj +  X m  h 2 i i Z k Z i  - y j  =  0  (B.l) 
k=l l=k 
Assume there exist NC complex conjugate eigenvalues {NCf2  pairs) and N—NC 
real eigenvalues in the system. We first sort the system eigenvalues and associated 
eigenvectors to let complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues appear before real ones. 
It is noteworthy that the initial conditions Xq are all real, but Yq have the same 
structure as eigenvalues do, so do Zq. In Newton-Raphson's (N-R) method, the non­
linear system functions (B.l) and associated Jacobian matrix need to be updated 
in each iteration. Keeping Zo having the same structure as loj the formulation of 
the nonlinear functions and Jacobian for N-R method is described in detail as follows. 
B.l Nonlinear System Equations 
Using Xi as variables yields 
Zl  = Xi+jX2  
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Z<i — Xi — jX2  
ZNC-1 — XNC-l + jXNC 
ZNC =  XNC-1  — jXNC 
ZNC+1 = XNC+1 
ZN = XN (B.2) 
N N NC-l NC-1 
YY^h2 i iZkZ i  = E E [h '2 i i i x k+jxk+i ) {x i  +  jx i+ i )  
k=l l=k k=l,3 l=k,k+2 
+h2i,^i{xk + jxk+i){xt - jxi+i) 
+h2i^n{xk - jxk+i){xi + jxi+i) 
+h2i^ii^i{xk - jxk+i)ixi - jxi+i)] 
NC-l N 
+ 1] Z) [h'2ii{xk-\-jxk+i)xi + h2i^i,{xk-jxk+i)xi] 
Jfe=l,3 l=NC+l 
+ E E ^ '^ki^kXi (B.3) 
k=NC+l l=k 
Let h2{i = h2aii + jh2bli and y j  = ya j  +  jyb j ,  we have the following mismatch 
functions. 
1. Fori = 1,3,---,A^C'-1 
f j { z )  =  X j - y a j  
NC- l  NC- l  
+ Z) E [xkxi{h2aii + h2aii^i+h2ai^ii + h2al^^i^^) 
k=l,3 l=k,k+2 
+XkXi+i{-h2b'k, + /i26i,+i - /i26i+ii + h2b'k+u+i) 
+Xk+ixi{-h2bii - h2hi,^i + /i26i+i, + /i26i+„+i) 
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+Xk+ixi+i{-h2al, + h2aii^i + h2ai^i, - h2al^^,^i)] 
NC-l N 
+ !E Z) [3:kXi{h2ali + h2ai^^i) + Xk+iXi{-h2hii + h2bij^^i)] 
fc=l,3 l=NC+l 
+ X] h2ai,XkXi (B.4) 
k=NC+\ l=:k 
fj+i{z) = Xj-ytj 
NC-l NC-l 
+ E £ [a:fciK'i26l, + /i26i,+i + ft26i+i, + /i26i+i,+i) 
fc=l,3 l=kM2 
+XkXi+i{h2aii - h2ali^y + /i2a^+i, -
+Xk+ixi{h2aii + h2al,^.i - h2al^ii - h2a{^^,^i) 
+Xk+ixt+i{-h2bli 4- /i26^,+i + h2bl^i, - h2b{^ii^-^)] 
NC-l N 
+ 12 {xkXi{h2V,,i + h2yk+u) + Xk+iXi{h2al,-h2a^k^^i)] 
k=l,3 l=NC+l 
+ ( B - 5 )  
k=NC+l l=k 
2. For j = iVC4-l,iVC + 2,---,A^ 
f j { ^ )  ~  Xj  ~  Va j  
NC-l NC-l 
+ E E [Xkxiih2ait + h2aii^i + h2ai^ii + h2ai^^i^^) 
k=l,3 l=k,k+2 
+XkXi+i{-h2bi, + h2bili^i -  /i2fti+i, + /i26j^.i,+i) 
+xk+ixi{-h2bii - h2bii^i + h2b{^i, + /i26^+i/+i) 
+Xk+ixi+i{-h2aii + h2al,^i + /i24+i, - h2al^^i^i)] 
NC-l N 
+ E E [xkxi{h2aii + h2ai^ii) + xk+ixi{-h2bii + h2b'k+ii)] 
Jfe=l,3 l=NC+l 
+ E E h2aliXkXi (B.6) 
k=NC+l l=k 
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B.2 Jacobian Matrix 
Jacobian |^: 
1. Fori = l,3,.--,iVC-l 
(a) ^ = l,3,•••,^•C-l 
d f j  _  d x j  
dx i  dx i  
NC-l NC-l 
+ E E 
fe=l,3 /=fc,fc+2 
+ h2al^,i + Mai+„+,) 
• - /!24i+., + 
9a:,• 
^/j+i 
dx i  
i . . . .  
NC-l nq 
+ E £ [^a:/(/i2ai, + ft2ai+i,)] (B.7) 
fc=l,3 /=AfC+l 
NC-\ NC-l 
= E E 
fc=l,3 l=k,k+2 
+^a;,+i(/i2ai, - h2aii^^ + h2ai^n " ^ '^ai^ii+i) 
dx i  
+ h2a'i^i^^ — h2a\j^^i — ft2a^^j;^j)] 
^  dxu  
+ E £ [•^®'('i2Hi + ^26j:+i,)] (B.8) 
Jfc=l,3 l=NC+l 
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+ 1  =  2 ,4 , ' • ' ,NC  
Q f NC-1 NC-\ 
= E E dx i__  
+ kWun - Mti+I, + />2ii+„+i) 
£71,+1 
+^x/(-A2% - Wiiiw + w4h.„ + /.2ii+„+,) 
as,-+i 
'«+i fc=i,3 ;=fc,fe+2 
'1+1 
Ct l
,, 9x1+1 _ , dxk+i 
[—h2a{i + /i2a{j^i + A2a{^i( — /j2a{^.ij^i)] 
fc=l,3 /=NC+1 
+1:' E i^"<.-i>2K,+m+v)] (B.9) 
t.—1 Q /—Mryj_i 
d f j+ i  ^  
^®:+l dXi+l 
NC-1 NC-1 
+ E E 
fc=l,3 l=k,k+2 
+"0——xi{h2aii + h2a{i^i — h2aj^+ii — h2a\^-^^i^-^) 
OXi+\ 
, , 5 x / + i _  ,  dxk+i_  ^  
{—h2b{i + A26jj^i + h2b{^ii — h2b{^ii^i)] 
NC-1 N flr, 
+ E E [ Q_ xi{h2aii — h2a{^j^[)] (B.IO) 
k=l,3 l=NC+l 
• •NC +  l ,NC +  2 , - - - ,N  
NC~1 N 
§ = ^ i: 
fc=l,3 l=NC+l 
dx i  u l
•^[xk{h2ali + h2ak+ii) + Xk+i{—h2V^i + h2b\^-^^i)\ 
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k=NC+l l=k 
o f NC-1 N 
^ = E E 
A:=l,3 l=NC+l 
dx i  
^ ^ [xk{h2b l f  + ^26fc^i() + Xk+i{h2ali — h.2a\^•^^^)\ 
+ E (B.12) 
fc=iVC+l l=k 
NC +  1 ,NC +  2 , - - - ,N  
i  =  l ,Z , ' - - ,NC - 1  
dx i  
NC-l NC-1 
= E E 
fc=l,3 /=fc,<:+2 
+ ^_^k){h2aii + h2aii^i + h2ai^^i + h2ai^i,+i) 
+'^^®'+i(~'^2&i, + h2b{i^^ — h2b{^ii + /j26{^i,^i) 
I . . . .  
+^^3;fc+i(~'^2&fcj — h2bki^^ + h2bl^ii + h2b/l^-i^i^i)] 
NC-1 Nq 
+ E E +'^24+1,)] (B.13) 
Jfe=l,3/=JVC+1 
i  +  l  =  2 ,4 , ' - - ,NC 
dSi 
5x,+i 
JVC-l NC-1 
= E E 
Jl:=l,3 l=k,k+2 
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+ A2ii,„ - h2K„, + 
axi+i 
+pi^x,{-k2li, - A2H,+, + h2K^„ + h2K„,^,) 
OXi+1 Ci
,, dxi^\ _ , 3xfc+i _ ^ 
+W*' 
{—h2a{i + ft2a{,4.i + h2a{^n — /i2a{^.i,^.i)] 
nc-l n q 
+ E E + h2K^,,)] (B.14) 
fc=l,3 l=NC+l "^«+l 
(c) i = iVC + l,iVC + 2,-.-,iV 
9 f j  _  d x j  
dx i  dx i  
nc-l n 
+ E E 
A:=1.3 /=iVC+l 
ficei 
•^[xk{h2aki + + ®A+i(-^26;fc, + /i26^+i,)] 
+ E + (B.15) 
k=NC+l l=k 
